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Bolivia's Pigeon
Palace

Trekkin’ into 2017
Has 2016 already come to a close? Another year in the books and what a year it was! Everyone at Trek has been working hard to
bring you an even better 2017. This year we are introducing several new destinations and a new website that will create a platform
to provide our clients with current information on hunting reports, blogs and pertinent information for the program you choose to
visit. All in all 2017 is destined to be a great year.
With commercial flights establishing service to Havana Cuba this past November, Trek has been on the forefront in creating a
wonderful tour only package with three and four night options. You will travel under the General OFAC License participating in a
People-to-People exchange making this a 100% legal trip to a destination that only a few years ago, we dreamed of visiting. We have
set up guided tours around Havana to see the Old Town charm in the back seat of a 50’s classic car, a tour to an authentic tobacco
farm and factory where the famous Cuban cigars are born, a visit to Hemmingway’s old residence Finca Vigia and plenty of interaction with Havana’s lovely people. Now is the time to visit Havana! Flip to page 39 and read more on Trek’s Havana Tour option.
Trek owners, Milton & Cara Hanburry, just returned from a trip to Argentina’s picturesque Patagonia region where they spent
time at Patagonia River Ranch (PRR) just outside San Martin de los Andes. For those of you who have had the pleasure of visiting
Guayascate Lodge in Cordoba, well, PRR is the Guayascate of Patagonia fly-fishing! From the insane fishing to excellent hostesses
and the endless activities for non-fisherman, we are excited to introduce PRR as a new Trek destination. See page 34 for more information on PRR and feel free to call Milton for a detailed report.
Decoying Pigeons continue to consume the mind of those lucky enough to have shot them before in South America. It’s because of
this that Trek has made a promise to the traveling wingshooter in visiting up and coming pigeon destinations and enlisting them in
our assortment of programs. This past October, Trek VP Joe Patterson hopped down to Bolivia for a visit to Pigeon Palace owned
& operated by Mozo Vidal, a long time study of Herland Von Sneidern. More and more pigeons have migrated to this area of the
Santa Cruz province and we are happy to offer shooters yet another excellent opportunity to challenge their skill against decoying
pigeons. Find out more details about Pigeon Palace on page 8.
Lastly, we would like you to visit Trek’s new website (www.treksafaris.com) with an all-new design, more information on Trek destinations, redesigned blog and tons of excellent photos. We will use this new site as a tool to keep everyone up to date on happenings
in the travel world including field reports, current specials, travel news and an easier way for our travellers to find more information
on their specific trip & destination.

About The Cover
This wonderful photo
is of Trek traveler Eric
Hahnfeld battling a
brown trout on the
Malleo River with
guide Juan Segovia. Ace
photographer Isaias
Miciu captured this
unique shot with the
towering Lanin Volcano
in the background. For
more great moments
from Miciu please see
his website at www.
isaiasmiciu.com.ar.
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Trek Tracks
As we are putting to bed 2016 and going
warp speed into 2017, it occurred to me
how much the world has changed, especially
our world where adventurers and sporting
addicts get their “highs” traveling abroad.
Case in point is Cuba, a place where the
majority of Americans have never been
and unless the embargo is lifted some may
still stay away. Today however it’s as easy
to enter Cuba as it has ever been and the
baby boomers are leading the way. Starting
this past December 1st, eight U.S. airlines
started commercial flights into Havana from
major departure points like JFK, Newark,
LAX, Atlanta, Miami, Houston, Charlotte,
Orlando, Ft. Lauderdale, and Tampa.
These carriers and their connections make
it possible for anyone living in the U.S. to
depart from their hometown and make
Havana in time to have a happy-hour rum
daiquiri next to Hemingway’s statue at the
Floridita bar. Well now, that’s real progress!
Who would have thought that in the year
2017 the number of Americans visiting
Cuba legally would number in the hundreds
of thousands? It took us quite a bit of
research and some good fortune to have
been on the ground floor of much of this
new legal business, both on the fishing
and touring side. I know many of you are
not quite sure what to think about visiting
Cuba now that Fidel has passed and Trump
is our President, but in my opinion both of
us have too much invested in each other to
turn back now.
Cuba needs our tourist dollars desperately
and I don’t see that changing anytime soon
and, apparently our government has seen as I
have that there have been some pretty radical
changes in Cuba lately, all of them favorable
to the overall populace. Internet, cellular
service and a semi-embracement of some
capitalistic ideas relating to infrastructure
are all benefitting the tourism sector and
trickling down to those colorful ladies posing
with giant Cohiba’s in their mouths. Cruise
lines, hotel chains, and telecom companies
to name a few are all-in on Cuba and more
deals to be announced. Once big business
moves in it will be hard to turn that away.

And what of the situation in San Fernando,
Mexico where as of 2011 there were virtually
no hunting lodges open for business and few
local citizens ventured outside there houses
for fear of violence from the drug cartel.
This is an area that prior to 2009 there
were as many as 26 lodges operating along
the Laguna Madre Lagoon system taking
thousands of hunters from the U.S. and all
of them were doing great business.
Two years ago Trek received word that the
Federal Military police were patrolling San
Fernando and pushing out the cartel and
the corrupted local police. Citizens started
to venture out again and normal commerce
returned with few incidences. In 2015
operator Steve McCain invited Trek VP
Joe Patterson down to La Finca Lodge to
see firsthand how the local situation had
improved and to look into the possibility
of operating a few hunts later in the year.
Joe and I discussed the matter and agreed
that he would personally host a few groups
so that our clients would see that we were
invested in the program, albeit on a limited
scale. Well those few groups witnessed some
of the best duck, dove and quail shooting
this area had seen in years and all of them rebooked for 2016 where we again hosted two
more groups who again experienced superb
hunting. Imagine hundreds of square miles
of prime waterfowl and upland habitat all to
yourselves and that is currently the situation
now. After word has spread that hunters are
enjoying excellent shooting from La Finca
Lodge with no issues whatsoever amid the
presence of heavy military police, it is no
wonder that La Finca’s entire mixed bagged
calendar for the rest of the year and into
2018 is almost completely filled.
Aside from La Finca we are hearing that
several other lodges that were closed may
consider opening next year and that is good
news for U.S. Sportsmen. No one knows for
sure how long this situation will remain fluid
and we can certainly understand those who
are still apprehensive. For our part we can
only report what our experiences are and so
far they have been overwhelmingly positive.
So much so that McCain has the ear of the
governor of Tamaulipas who is a young rising
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candidate
promising
to do all in
his power
to keep San
Fernando
safe and
prosperous
for hunters
to return year
after year.
And finally
there was news late in November that the
government of Colombia had agreed to stop
pursuing the FARC rebel group and to try
and get them introduced into society as well
as a place in the government. The FARC’s
are a leftist rebel group responsible for much
violence and government discord for the
last 50- plus years. A few Trek clients were
introduced to some of the FARC’s on the
Orinoco River and were requested to donate
food, rum, and money to their campaign,
however they became more aggressive by
the late 80’s along with the drug cartel and
ushered out what was a very fruitful dove
hunting and fishing destination for Trek
and others.
Colombia is one of the most beautiful
countries that I have ever visited and while
the city of Cartagena has really seen a
resurgence the last few years, I fully expect
the rest of the country will soon be on the
list of many tourist and sportsmen in the
coming new year. Longtime Trek outfitter
Erik von Sneidern is looking into a basic
peacock bass camp near the Inirida River
in eastern Colombia that he says is the
better than any peacock bass trip currently
operating. We are working with Erik on
logistics for the trip and hope to have a
promotion to you next year. Be looking for
more exciting news coming from Colombia
in the coming months. Happy Holidays to
you all!!

Milton Hanburry, Jr. President.

WING
SHOOTING
Trek photography contributor, Gary Krammer, recently captured a hunter taking aim
on a flock of Red Head ducks decoying into a spread on the Laguna Madre near
San Fernando Mexico. The duck and quail combo hunt at La Finca Lodge is fast
becoming one of Trek client’s most popular wingshooting destinations. See more on
La Finca’s hunting options on pages 20 and 21.
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Bolivia - Los Guaduales Lodge
17°33’28.33” S . 62°12’33.93” W

Come Experience Bolivia’s Newest, Most
Luxurious Lodge, Los Guaduales

Los Guaduales is now recognized as one of the premier lodges in all of South America and with long time Trek
partner Jorge Molina, his family and staff at the helm, it is sure to be smooth sailing into the 2017 season. As
a treat, in addition to the tremendous dove shooting, Jorge is now throwing in a mornings pigeon shoot. The
2016 season recently wrapped up and the numbers were fantastic on both dove and pigeon. We have already
filled many early season slots for the upcoming season, so call today to reserve your spots as they are sure go fast.
The grande Los Guaduales Lodge is the
brainchild of long time Trek partner Jorge
Molina. For nearly two decades, Jorge owned
and operated the famous Las Palomas Lodge
and during that time has been formulating in
his mind the perfect lodge, one that would
combine the hands on, personalized customer
service he’s famous for and the ultimate
in deluxe amenities. Well, Los Guaduales,
which officially opened its doors less than 2
years ago, is the culmination of this dream.
With daily flights out of Miami on American
Airlines, Bolivia has become one of Treks
most popular wing shooting destinations.
Add to that the tremendous number of dove
migrating annually into this massive farming
region and the comparatively short flight times
into Santa Cruz, and it is no wonder that every
year the number of Trek shooters planning a
Bolivia trip increases. Like our other Bolivia
programs, we will be offering a 3 and a 4
shooting day program.
The Trip: Although airfare is not included, the
best way to get to Bolivia is on American Airlines,
offering daily flights to Santa Cruz, out of Miami.
Currently the itinerary is for an overnight flight
to Santa Cruz, via La Paz, Bolivia. When you
arrive into Santa Cruz, you will be met by a
member of Jorge’s staff who’ll assist you through
customs and then provide the 90 minute ground

transfer to Los Guaduales. After lunch and
getting settled in, your group will have time
to relax before you head out to shoot late this
afternoon. The next two, or three days will be
full shooting days, with one of the morning
shoot being a bonus pigeon shoot. As the drives
to the fields are relatively short, we will return to
the lodge in the midday for a relaxing lunch and
siesta before shooting the late afternoon flight.
The last lodge day you will shoot the morning,
before having lunch and being transferred back
to Santa Cruz where you will spend this final
night. The last morning, you will be met at the
hotel and be transferred to the airport for your
morning departure, arriving back into Miami in
the late afternoon.
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Trip fee: $ 2,650.00 per shooter for the 3
shooting day adventure and $ 3,460.00 per
person for the 4 shooting day trip.
Trip fee’s exclude airfare, gun entry fee’s and last
night in Santa Cruz, but are to include airport
greeting, in country transfers, all shooting, all
lodge accommodations with meals and full open
bar at Los Guaduales.
A $ 1,500.00 per person, non refundable
deposit locks up your spot. Our season begins in
April and runs through October, contact Kevin
at Trek with any questions.

Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Bolivia - Las Palomas Lodge
17°37’19.87” S . 62°18’04.09” W

Las Palomas Lodge, the name say’s it all,
“The Doves Lodge”
Jorge Molina and his staff have worked exhaustively to make this “The” dove lodge in Bolivia. From the
attentive staff to the deluxe single room accommodations, this place has it all. Come see what all of your
friends are talking about, call Trek today for details on this dove shooting paradise.
Las Palomas Lodge was built over fifteen years
ago by Jorge Molina, a four-time Colombian
national skeet shooting champion and twotime member of Colombia’s Olympic skeetshooting team. With the hands on service
and always giving the little extras, every
group comes back raving about the service
and shooting. At Las Palomas Lodge, the
shooting and service are outstanding, they
truly aim to please and whatever you want,
they make happen, with Jorge’s wife Karen in
the kitchen and his 2 sons Felipe and Jorge
Jr. in the mix, this is truly a family affair. We

will be running six and seven day trips with
either 3 or 4 full days of shooting again this
year with the last evening staying in Santa
Cruz before returning early the following
morning to Miami. Las Palomas normally
runs nearly 90% repeat bookings so if you
want to experience a great trip with great
shooting, book early as space goes fast.
The Trip: Although airfare is not included,
the best way to get to Bolivia is on American
Airlines who offer daily flights to Santa Cruz,
out of Miami. A big plus for Bolivia is that the
flights are much
shorter than going
to Argentina.
Currently the
itinerary is for an
overnight flight
to Santa Cruz, via
La Paz, Bolivia.
When you arrive
into Santa Cruz
you will be met
by a member of
Jorge’s staff who
w i l l a s s i s t yo u
through customs
and then provide
the 90 minute
ground transfer
to Los Guaduales.
After a relaxing

lunch and getting settled in, your group will
head out to shoot this afternoon. The next
two, or three days will be full shooting days.
Depending on where you shot, you’ll either
return to the lodge for lunch, or enjoy one of
the field lunches that Jorge has become famous
for. The next day you will shoot the morning,
before having lunch and being transferred back
to Santa Cruz where you will spend this final
night. The last morning, you will be met at the
hotel and be transferred to the airport for your
morning departure, arriving back into Miami
about 5:30pm.
With 12 single rooms, Las Palomas offers the
ultimate in privacy and comfort while still
maintaining the lodge “feel” that the Molina’s
have always been known for. By the end of your
visit, you will feel like part of the family.
Trip fee: $ 2,195.00 per shooter for the 3
shooting day trip and $ 2,795.00 per person
for the 4 shooting day trip. Trip fee’s exclude
international airfare, travel visa’s, gun entry
fee’s and final night in Santa Cruz, but are
to include airport greeting...all transfers…all
single room lodge accommodations with meals
and open bar at the lodge….all shooting. A $
1,500.00 per person, non refundable deposit
holds your spot.

Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.
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Bolivia - La Leyenda Lodge
17°37’19.87” S . 62°18’04.09” W

“The Legend” Lives on at La Leyenda.
Visit La Leyenda to experience the personalized service and attention to detail that long time Trek partner
Carlos Olano and his wife Olga have become famous for. You will definitely feel right at home at La Leyenda,
that is if your home happens to have a few million dove right outside the front door!
La Leyenda Lodge is without a doubt one
of the best wing shooting lodges in Bolivia.
All reports have been that the food, service
and shooting are excellent. When Trek’s
long time Colombian outfitter Carlos Olano
and his wife Olga moved to Bolivia nearly
fifteen years ago, they brought the dove
hunting popularity of Bolivia up to the levels
experienced in Argentina and Uruguay. Carlos
sense of knowing where the birds are and his
level of service in the field has earned him the
reputation of being a dove hunting legend with
our clients and his new lodge “La Leyenda” is
living up to its name “The Legend”. With six
double and two single room suites, Carlos
can accommodate private groups from six
to 12 guests at a time and being situated in
the heart of Bolivia’s main agricultural area,
the shooting, service and total experience are

without equal.
The Trip: We offer both three and four hunting
day trips to Bolivia and although airfare is not
included in the trip fee, our office can assist you
in booking your flights. The preferred schedule is
an overnight flight out of Miami, to Santa Cruz,
Bolivia, via La Paz, Bolivia, on American Airlines.
The day you arrive you will shoot a half day, then
either two or three full days, depending on the
program chosen and the last morning you will
shoot a half day before returning to Santa Cruz
for the evening at a five star hotel. You depart
early the following morning on a non stop 6.5
hour flight to Miami.
The Shooting: Whether you want to shoot in
the fields, along a flyway, or near a roost, Carlos
can orchestrate it and it won’t be far away. For

the upcoming season, Carlos will be including
one morning pigeon hunt for each group.
The Accommodations:: La Leyenda Lodge
features eight tastefully designed bedrooms, a
wonderful dining room and lounge as well as
nice swimming pool and Jacuzzi. You will want
for nothing here at La Leyenda as they specialize
in catering to small intact groups that want the
best food and service possible. The lounge, with
it’s open, self serve bar and comfortable couches
are a perfect place to relax and reflect on the days
shooting. Carlos and Olga do an incredible job
of making you feel at home.

Trip fee: $ 2,250.00 per shooter for the 3 shooting
day program and $ 2,750.00 a man for the 4
shooting day trip.
DESCRIPTION: Price excludes airfare, but
includes all shooting, permits, licenses and
accommodations as well as meals and bar at
La Leyenda.
A $1,500 non-refundable deposit is required to
confirm your reservation.
SEASON: April-November
GAME: Eared Dove.
NOTE: Bolivia requires a tourist visa. Trek
will assist you with required info for obtaining
the visa.
DATES: Call Trek for current availability.

Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.
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Bolivia - Pigeon Palace
17°33’28.09”S 61°50’30.44”W

Pigeons… Pigeons… Pigeons…
Trek Safaris continues to provide hunters with new destinations year after year and for 2017, we bring you Pigeon
Palace in Bolivia… High-volume decoying pigeons… Need we say more?
Each year more and more traveling
wingshooters are searching for the opportunity
to shoot high-volume decoying pigeons. The
Chaco region of Bolivia has literally become a
haven for pigeons and we now offer a pigeon
only hunt for these sought after birds.
The Trip: Your trip starts with an overnight flight
from Miami on American Airlines to Santa Cruz
Bolivia arriving the following morning where
outfitter Mozo Vidal will be on hand to greet
you and help clear your guns. After clearing
immigrations and customs, you’ll transfer about
3 hours to Pigeon Palace, get settled and start
your hunting this afternoon. The next three

days are morning and afternoon pigeon hunts.
The final morning you have one last hunt then
you’ll transfer back to Santa Cruz, overnight and
catch the day flight back on American Airlines
to Miami arriving this afternoon. In total, this
will be 7 days of travel and hunting. Bolivia is
a very hunter friendly country allowing you to
easily bring your own shotgun. As always, Trek
Safaris will be happy to help with your airfare.
The Hunting: If the words “decoying pigeons” are
brought up to a group of traveling wingshooter,
they will likely ask where and when. It’s because
of the immense popularity this type of hunting
has taken on that Trek is happy to move forward
with an all-new
program for the 2017
season. Pigeon Palace
Lodge is located in the
middle of the Bolivian
pigeon migration and
from April through
September, you can
experience this pigeon
madness. For three
full and two half days,
we will shoot over
sorghum, corn and
sunflower fields near
Mennonite farming
colonies using decoy
spreads and spinning
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machines. It’s hard to say if there is a better pigeon
only program out there that offers the volume and
consistency than Pigeon Palace.
The Accommodations: Located near the town of
San Jose de Chiquitos in the Santa Cruz Province
of Bolivia, Pigeon Palace is a spacious 5-bedroom
lodge all having en suite bathrooms, A/C and
maximum capacity for 10 hunters doubling in
the rooms. There is a large great room with bar,
fireplace, dining area and several comfortable
seating corners allowing guys to stretch out and
enjoy themselves. During the hot days of the
season, hunters can enjoy the swimming pool
at the center of the grounds. Mozo’s wife Vicky
is responsible for the kitchen preparing typical
Bolivian meals of pork, beef, pasta and deserts.
Having only 5 years of age, the lodge has matured
nicely and all in all, I was impressed with Pigeon
Palace.
TRIP FEE: $3,500/hunter
DESCRIPTION: Includes hunting, license and
permits, rental guns, lodging with meals, drinks,
and bar. Not Included in the trip is airfare, shells,
gratuities, transfer to/from Santa Cruz, hotel/meals
in Santa Cruz and items of personal nature.
A 50% per person, non-refundable deposit required
to secure space.
SEASON: April – September – call for available dates
GAME: Decoying Pigeons
Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Argentina Couples Trip 2017
31°14’58.87” S 60°00’13.06” W

Shooting, Sipping, and Sightseeing
Join Trek Safaris April 26 – May 7, 2017 in Argentina on the Trek hosted Couples Trip to experience a twelve-day adventure
packed with fun and interesting highlights. Never has traveling with your significant other been more fun! As always Trek
has taken great care in offering a trip that hits all the high spots and includes much of the cost.
Buenos Aires- A trip to Argentina is not
complete unless you spend some time in the
“city that never sleeps”. Our itinerary calls
for two days in B.A. using the iconic Alvear
Palace as headquarters. We have arranged for
a city tour including sights such as the Plaza
de Mayo in the historic heart of Buenos Aires
and surrounded by some of the oldest and most
important buildings; the Casa Rosada (Pink
House), where the government’s executive
branch is housed, the historical Cabildo and
the Metropolitan Cathedral, where lies the
remains of General José de San Martín. Dinner
this evening will be at Sotto Voce. A separate
guided tour of the famous Opera House will
also take place followed by lunch and shopping
excursion in the upscale district of Recoleta as
well as a visit to Eva Peron’s gravesite. Our final
evening takes in a wonderful Tango Show and
dinner at Rojo Tango located in the popular
Puerto Madero Waterfront District.
Cordoba’s Guayascate Lodge- Guayascate
Lodge is not just any hunting lodge; it’s more
of a small resort and so well thought of that
Beretta gave it the only 3-Trident rating in
South America. Our four nights here will
include three full days shooting for eared
dove in the Piquillin trees that surround the
property near the small town of its namesake.
It is doubtful you will ever see more dove in
the sky than what is offered on this trip. Don’t
like to hunt… no problem as Guayascate
oozes relaxation. Order a massage, soak in
the indoor-outdoor Jacuzzi, enjoy a facial
and pedicure, or just pick a quiet spot among

the 19,000 square feet and read your favorite
book. The wine cellar is a great place to take in
appetizers, your favorite Malbec and doubles as
a cigar room after hours. Scrumptious gourmet
meals are carefully planned
by Chef Daniel Quivan and
accompanied by fine wines.
Mendoza- Our final stay will be
the high desert mountain town
of Mendoza where we have three
nights and days of fun packed
activities. Accommodations
will be at the wonderful Park
Hyatt overlooking the majestic
Aconcagua Mountains that are
second highest in the world.
Our first full day in Mendoza
will be a guided trip into the
nearby area of Lujan de Cuyo
to visit some wineries of one of
the most important wine regions in Mendoza
including the famous Catena Zapata Vineyard
and the splendid Benegas Winery for wine tours
and special tastings. We will enjoy a 5 course
wine-paired lunch at Largarde Winery consisting
of delicious courses with gran reserve & icon
wines. The second full day is saved for a unique
cooking class at Finca Agostino Winery. The class
begins at the winery’s organic vegetable garden,
where the raw materials are harvested. The class
also includes the elaboration of bread, empanadas
and other typical Argentinean dishes followed by
enjoying all of this with a private meal. Our last
day is reserved for you and your partner to walk
-9-

the city and shop or just soak in the culture.
Each evening we will enjoy unique restaurants
in the city of Mendoza and sipping into the
night.

The Details- $11.750.00 per couple… APRIL
26 – MAY 7, 2017… Includes 2 nights hotel in
BA with tours, transfers, meals & wine, 4 nights
lodging at Guayascate with meals, select wines/
liquors, 3 days shooting (1 hunter per couple),
license, gun rental and transfers, 3 nights hotel
in Mendoza with wine tastings, cooking class,
meals & wines at dinner… All gratuities
for guides & restaurants in BA, Mendoza &
gratuities for Guayascate house staff.
A $5,000/couple non-refundable deposit
required to confirm space
Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Argentina - Cordoba Dove
30°55’27.06” S 64°11’00.81” W

Better & Better Each Year!
Trek Safaris and H&H Outfitters have created the most recognized brand for dove hunting in Cordoba Argentina.
It’s this brand that brings together the most birds, finest lodges and the best-organized hunts available all in one
program. We will continue to strive to be the leader in Cordoba year after year allowing wingshooters to enjoy the
entire experience.
The Trip: Choose between either a three full
& two half-day or the shorter two full & two
half-day high volume shooting option. Your trip
begins on an overnight flight from the States
arriving into Cordoba the following day. Upon
your arrival into Cordoba, the staff of H&H
outfitters will greet you after clearing customs
and transfer you to your corresponding lodge.
After introductions and lunch we will head
out for an afternoon hunt shooting until dusk
when you return to lodge for a hot shower,
optional massage and sundowner before dinner.
Following will be two or three full shooting days
only stopping to enjoy an Asado in the field
each day. On the last day, you will have one last
morning hunt before saying your goodbyes and
transferring back to Cordoba for your afternoon
flight that will connect you to an overnight
flight home to the States.
The Shooting: Cordoba is the dove capital of
the world estimating the dove population to
be in the neighborhood of 32 million birds.
With huge tracts of agriculture and few known
predators, the dove population has exploded
and continues to do so. The South American
eared dove is similar in size and appearance
to the North America mourning dove except
the eared dove has a shorter tail. But the chief
difference between the two is the eared dove
pattern of flying the entire day, which allows us
to hunt all day even in inclement weather. This
is a shotgunner’s dream and is not uncommon

to shoot 3-4 cases of shells per day
and more. A typical hunting day
starts with wake up call around
7:00am. After a full breakfast, we
will load into the vans for the 30-60
minute drive to the field. Your pickup boy will meet you in the prescouted field with plenty of shells
and cooler of cold drinks. Shooting
should be steady until lunch where
a full Asado is served consisting of
local cuts of beef, chicken and pork,
accompanied by excellent salads,
fresh bread and fine wines. After
lunch we will continue to shoot
until late afternoon when the sun
starts to set and then make our way
back to the lodge for cocktails and
appetizers followed by a full dinner
and wines.
The Accommodations: Trek has exclusive rights
for three newly renovated, deluxe lodges each
having their own distinctive characteristics,
design and location. The one thing all of our
lodges have in common is that they offer the
very best staffing, service, equipment and
cuisine available in Argentina. Trek and H&H
will continue to feature the La Portenita and
Sierra Verde Lodge along with the ever popular
Rio Seco Lodge. Please inquire about a brochure
and individual listing for each lodge.

TRIP FEE: 3 day hunt $2100.00 per person…
4 day hunt $2700.00 per person
DESCRIPTION: Includes three or four days
of shooting with lodging, meals, select wines,
hunting license, gun rental, and transfers.
Airfare, shells, gratuities, license and permits
are not included.
FATHER/SON SPECIAL: Father pays full
price – son pays $1,500 (21 & under)
A $1000.00 non-refundable deposit is required
to secure spots
DATES: Call Trek for current availability
Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.
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Argentina - Cordoba - Guayascate Lodge
30°55’27.06” S 64°11’00.81” W

It’s Not Just About the Birds
Since opening its doors in 2010, Guayascate lodge has captured the attention of the traveling wingshooter looking
for something more than just a hunting lodge. This is a lodge that has lived up to the excitement and far exceeded
the expectations and now is the time for you to enjoy it.
Thousands of traveling sportsmen visit
Argentina every year and why not, it’s safe,
beautiful and offers the best wingshooting
destinations in the world. For those who love
their dove shooting, the Cordoba Province
is the crème de la crème of dove shooting as
verified by hundreds of publications. It is
here in the northern woods of Cordoba where
Guayascate is located.
The Outfitter: The outfitter for Guayascate
are brothers Alex and Zeke Hayes forming the
reputable H&H Outfitters who along with
Trek has offered the best dove shooting trips in
Cordoba for over 25 years. Trek Safaris is proud
to partner with H&H to promote this exciting
new property that will revolutionize the upscale
shooting market for many years to come. It
is through their experiences of owning and
operating four other deluxe lodges in Cordoba
that inspired them to create this wonderful new
masterpiece.
The Hunting: It is estimated that there are over
35 million eared dove in the Cordoba Province
and climbing. Due to it’s rich agriculture and
lack of natural predators, the dove here are
actually a pest to the farmers and the general
populace so hunters are a welcome sight to the
region. It is doubtful you will ever encounter
so many dove in a single moment, hour or day
than what you will see here in the Piquillin trees
where the eared dove roosts. In fact the property

at Guayascate is actually full of these Piquillin
roosts making drives to the fields a matter of
minutes in most cases. Unless you request it,
you will not shoot the same field twice. Hunting
season is year round and we are offering three
and four day hunts.
The Accommodations: Guayascate is 18,000
square feet of pure luxury with ten expertly
appointed rooms that allow group sizes to be
small and intimate with single rooms or double
up for as much fun as you wish. The exterior
design of local Mora rock and Quebracho
hardwoods, contrasts smartly with the magic
of one of the best interior designers in Buenos
Aires who left her touches of contemporary
patterns of leather, tapestries and local artifacts
throughout the lodge. With huge windows
and doors framed in beautiful Quebracho, the
sunlight is your friend in most areas of the lodge
and highlights the cleanest of looks. So you just
want to relax? Well the lodge features an infinity
swimming pool with large fold out chairs, two
spacious Jacuzzi’s (inside and outside), full spa
with massage appointments, a library complete
with contemporary readings and a custom
espresso machine with international coffees.
If you like to be inspired by culinary delights,
the chef at Guayascate is one of Buenos Aires
finest and will offer both local an international
cuisine accompanied by the fine South America
reds and whites in the lodge’s cellar. No matter
weather you choose to be outside in one of the
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well-furnished verandas taking in the sunset,
or inside on a cool day soaking up the warmth
of the huge stone fireplace, Guayascate is the
ultimate comfort.
The Trip: The best way to reach Guayascate is to
fly into Santiago Chile and transfer for a flight
across the Andes into Cordoba International
Airport where the staff from Guayascate will
meet the group and clear immigrations and
customs before taking the 90-minute drive north
to the lodge. You can also inquire about the allnew direct flight from Miami to Cordoba on
Saturday and Sundays. Others may want to arrive
in Buenos Aires and spend a few days touring
this vibrant city which Trek can help arrange.

TRIP FEE: 4 day hunt $3900.00 per person
based on double occupancy. 3 day hunt
$3000.00 per person. Single rooms $100.00
additional per night.
DESCRIPTION: Includes three or four days
of shooting with rooms, meals, select wines
and transfers in Cordoba. Airfare, shells and
gratuities, are not included.
$1500.00 non-refundable deposit is required to
confirm your reservation.
SEASON: Year Round
DATES: Call Trek for available dates
Pricing subject to change and excludes airline fuel surcharges.

Argentina - Malalcue Lodge
29°59’33.17” S 59°31’10.26” W

Duck, Dove, Pigeon & Perdiz…
What Else Do You Need?
Considering the volume and variety of birds to hunt in Argentina, it only makes sense to experience as much as
possible on your trip. Malalcue Lodge has a long-standing tradition of hosting Trek’s mixed bag bird groups, but
lately the lodge and program have received a facelift.
The Trip: Sportsman traveling to the Corrientes
Region of Argentina will take an overnight flight
from the US landing in Buenos Aires. A Trek rep
will meet you and assist your group when arriving
then transfer you to the domestic airport for the
flight to Santa Fe. Ariel Semenov will meet you
in Santa Fe and drive you to the Malalcue Lodge,
stopping on the way for an afternoon dove hunt.
The following three or four days are full hunting
days. On your last day you will shoot in the
morning only, and then transfer back to Santa
Fe and fly to Buenos Aires connecting with your
flight home. Guest may also elect to reserve a
private charter, which Trek will be happy to assist
with all arrangements.
The Shooting: While other mixed bag outfitters

use several different lodges all hours apart,
Malalcue gives hunters the ability to shoot duck,
dove, perdiz and pigeon all out of the same
lodge day after day. In recent years, the pigeon
population around the Corrientes Region has
thrived due to the increase and expansion of
agricultural practices allowing Trek to now offer
two full days of pigeon hunting, practically
unheard of on a mixed bag program. The
decoying pigeon hunts will be built around the
ever-popular Perdiz flushed by pointers and
spaniels along with morning hunts for ducks.
This area of Argentina is a migratory interstate
for a variety of South American duck species
and from May through August, one of the most
populated. Doves are shot mostly in roost areas
and quite possibly the most fun of all the species
we hunt. You’ll see these
fast birds buzzing through
trees and only giving you a
split-second to squeeze off
several shots, but still expect
to shoot 500+ rounds in an
afternoon. The beauty of
Malalcue is you do not loose
hunting days by traveling
around Argentina searching
for each species; just relax
and enjoy the hunting. For
2016, we have incorporated
a new three full and two
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half-day option for those looking for a shorter
travel period.
The Accommodations: With the growing
popularity of super lodges around Argentina
these days, Malalcue is standing by its charm
and culture as many hunters still enjoy the
feeling of being at a hunting lodge and not
resort. Outfitter Ariel Semenov has made many
changes to provide the comforts of these “resorts”
without loosing the character of Malalcue. The
lodge has six deluxe rooms with new bedding,
five remodeled bathrooms, a brand-new massage
room and spa, along with re-designed porch
and foyer to enjoy that cocktail and cigar.
Excellent cuisine, impeccable service and instant
camaraderie are all the more reason to visit
Malalcue Lodge.
TRIP FEE: $4,670/hunter (4 day)… $5370.00/
hunter (5 day)… based on double occupancy.
DESCRIPTION: Trip fee covers commercial airfare
from Buenos Aires to Santa Fe, either four or five days
shooting, food and lodging at Malalcue Lodge, license
and transfers associate with program. Airfare and shells
are not included.
A $1500.00 non-refundable per person deposit is
required to secure space
GAME: Dove, Pigeon, Perdiz, Duck
SEASON: May - August
Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Argentina - Estancia Cortaderas
31°14’58.87” S 60°00’13.06” W

Most Deluxe Combination Hunting
Lodge in Argentina.
Trek Safaris is proud to continue our relationship with longtime Trek outfitter Ariel Semenov and his
Estancia Cortaderas. Not only just a mixed bag lodge anymore, Trek is promoting Cortaderas year round
offering a unique option for dove hunting.
The Outfitter: Ariel Semenov has
been involved in the outdoors all of
his life starting in the 1970s guiding
hunting and fishing trips in a then
up and coming Argentina. He has
created a reputation of being one
of the best outfitters in the business
over the last twenty-five years,
almost all of these with Trek. Ariel
constructed Estancia Cortaderas
in 2006 for primarily a mixed
bag lodge, but it has grown into
an all-around sportsman’s dream
destination including high volume
dove hunting in the months from
September-April.
The Accommodations: A great hunt is much
more than just pulling the trigger thousands
of times. It must be about the total experience.
Estancia Cortaderas offer exactly this sitting
on 60 acres above the Parana River about an
hour north of Parana in the small town of
Hernandarias. The lodge features very deluxe
accommodations with WiFi, satellite TV, and
ten single air-conditioned rooms with outdoor
balconies offering incredible views of the river.
There is also a full spa including sauna, Jacuzzi
and massage therapist on staff providing daily
massages. With a fully trained chef, you will
enjoy the finest Argentine beef accompanied by
an excellent selection of wine. It is no accident
that Estancia Cortaderas is quickly earning the
reputation as the finest hunting and fishing

grain fields where each afternoon you shoot
a roost harboring thousands of dove. Much
needed mid-day breaks will take place normally
with a traditional Argentine field asado. Give
Cortaderas a try if you are looking to experience
a different area of Argentina!

destination in South America. The philosophy is
simple; offer the very best in hunting while also
maintaining the finest possible lodge amenities.
Hunting: The province of Entre Rios, where
Cortaderas lies, is a hidden gem among other
outdoor destinations in Argentina. You will not
see many fellow hunters or fisherman on this trip
as most guys choose to visit the more competitive
areas of Cordoba and Buenos Aires. Trek has
taken advantage starting in the winter months
of May-August where you can find a true mixed
bag of dove, duck, and perdiz. On this program,
we offer duck hunts in lagoons & ponds, perdiz
hunts over Brittany’s and high volume dove hunts
over four days at Cortaderas. Transitioning into
the warmer months of September-April, we are
now offering a fabulous four-day high volume
dove hunt giving you a different experience
from Cordoba. Morning hunts will be over
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The Trip: The most common way to reach
Cortaderas is on an overnight flight from the
United States landing in Buenos Aires the
following morning and connect at the domestic
airport for a flight to the city of Santa Fe
followed by comfortable transfer to the lodge.
For those wanting a more direct route to the
lodge, a private charter from Buenos Aires can
be arranged for additional cost.
TRIP FEE: Combo Hunt (Dove, Duck, Perdiz):
$4,695 per person based on double occupancy
(May-August) –Dove Only Special: $2,895 per
person (September-April)
DESRIPTION: Includes round-trip in country
commercial flight from Buenos Aires to Santa
Fe, three full and two half days shooting, food
& lodging at Cortaderas, hunting license and
transfers
A $1,500 nonrefundable per person deposit is
required to confirm your reservation
DATES: Call Trek for current availability
GAME: Duck, Dove, Perdiz

Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Argentina - Tucuman Pigeon/Dove
26°34’16.17” S 64°27’04.99” W

Back and Better than Ever!
Outfitter Gustavo Olsen continues to succeed at his highly anticipated Inti Malal Lodge near the city of
Tucuman in Northern Argentina. As many Trek clients know, Gustavo is a wonderful host and is very
happy to invite you to what now must be considered one of the best wingshooting lodges in Argentina. It
is doubtful there is a better place anywhere to hunt dove during the months from May- October.
The Trip: Each trip is an eight day- seven-night
adventure with four full days of shooting. This
trip starts in Buenos Aires when you arrive in
Argentina. Our agent will collect you, and assist
with your gun papers and then make the private
transfer to the domestic airport for your flight
to Tucuman. Gustavo Olsen will meet you in
Tucuman and drive you one hour to the Inti
Malal Lodge, where time permitting you will
have an afternoon shoot. The next four days are
full wigshooting days broken into a morning
and afternoon session with lunch and nap in
between. On the last day Gustavo will take you
back to Tucuman for the flight to Buenos Aires
where our agent will again assist with a private
transfer and gun clearance.

The Accommodations: The Inti Malal Lodge
sits on 225 acres and has 14,000 square feet
of comfort, offering eight bedrooms all with
private baths, a Jacuzzi with spa and dry sauna,
a large living area and a veranda with a deck
and fire pit that overlooks 80 acres of sorghum
and sunflower. Gustavo has made sure his wine
cellar represents Medoza’s finest wine as well
as imported Cuban cigars for those who wish.
The chef from Hosteria San Huberto, the Olsen
family’s world class and wildly popular trout
lodge in Patagonia, will arrange meals.
The Hunting: Dove hunting in Tucuman is a
little different than other areas of Argentina.
You are up early and out to the field for a three
– four hour hunt. After
the hunt we will go back
to the lodge for lunch
and siesta before heading
back out for the afternoon
hunt. We will shoot over
sorghum and sunflower
fields in the morning and
either waterholes or roots
in the afternoon. The
afternoon waterhole hunts
are a sight to behold; many
thousands dove circling
small potholes or lagoons.

TRIP FEE: $3995.00 per person double occupancy
Dove Only. Deposit $1500.00
DESCRIPTION: Includes four full days of shooting,
round-trip flight from Buenos Aires to Tucuman, food
and lodging at the Inti Malal Lodge all permits and
transfers. Not included international air, shotgun
shells and gratuities
GAME: Dove & Pigeon. One day of Pigeon is
available for an additional $200.00
SEASON: May - October

Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.
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Argentina- San Luis Pigeon/Dove
32°22’59.15”S 65°55’42.78”W

Argentina’s Premier
Pigeon & Dove Combo Destination
Ramiro de las Carreras of South Pioneers Outfitters has delivered with his newly opened Dos Plumas
Lodge in the San Luis Province of Argentina. Wingshooters can experience storms of pigeons decoying or
passing over while also shooting high-volume dove out of the same lodge. Nearly unheard of in Argentina!
The Lodge: Very few lodges exist where you
can shoot both pigeon and dove in extreme
volume, but Trek has discovered one of the
best. San Luis Province is not known for its
bird hunting, making this program somewhat
of a secret. From April through September,
owner Ramiro de las Carreras host clients on
a fantastic combination hunt operating out of
his new lodge Dos Plumas. Complete with five
bedrooms, private baths, large living room,
outdoor terrace and close to the fields. Ramiro
employees a fully trained chef to provide the
traditional Argentine beefs, lambs and sausages.

The Hunting: It seems now days more and
more shooters are looking for high volume
pigeon hunting on a consistent basis and
Ramiro certainly provides this along with hot
barreled dove shooting to satisfy anyone looking
for a wonderful combination hunt. You will
see a mixture of both pigeons working decoy
spreads and the pass shooting guys looking for a
challenge enjoy. Ramiro knows the importance
of pigeon sustainability and is seeing more
pigeons migrate to the province each season
giving way to many more years of successful
hunts. We suggest at least four full days of

shooting with five nights at the lodge, but can
certainly tailor the program to include as many
days as you wish..
The Trip: The best way to reach Dos Plumas is a
flight connecting in Santiago Chile to Mendoza
Argentina. Ramiro will be on hand to greet you
and transfer you about 3 ½ hours to the lodge
where you will have the afternoon to rest and
relax. The next four days will be full hunting
days for both pigeon and dove. The last morning
you will transfer back to Mendoza to catch
your flight home connecting again in Santiago.
Should you want to fly into Buenos Aires and
connect on a flight to the city of San Luis, Trek
will be happy to arrange transfers and assistance
and can quote accordingly.
TRIP FEE: $3,400/hunter to include four full
days shooting pigeon/dove combo
DESCRIPTION: Trip fee includes transfers to/
from Mendoza or San Luis, five night’s lodging
with meals, drinks, wines and beer, four full
days shooting pigeon & dove with license. Not
included is airfare, gun permits, gratuities, and
transfers in Buenos Aires (if needed) or items
of personal nature. *Price based on group of 4
shooters or more
GAME: Doves & Pigeons
Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.
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Argentina - B.A. Duck - Pampa Lodge
35°26’25.78”S 58°48’31.75”W

Argentina’s Most Conveniently
Located Duck Lodge
We are happy to introduce Pampa Lodge as Trek’s main Argentina Duck Lodge. Conveniently located only
and hour & half from Buenos Aires’ international airport, this is the closest duck hunting lodge to BA!
Puelo Expeditions has become a household
name in the world of Argentina hunting with
a reputation of providing quality shooting
and the highest standards of service. Owners
Ramiro Allende and Octavio Crespo have
diversified into waterfowling bringing with it
28 years of experience in customer satisfaction.
Rest assured, every effort is made to ensure
that you have a comfortable stay while
enjoying the mix of superb cuisine, exclusive
decoration and real Argentine hospitality.
The Hunting: The BA Province is a duck
hunting paradise offering over 11 different
species available during the season of late April
to August. Pampa Lodge is located a mere hour
and a half from BA’s international airport offering

you quite possibly the easiest logistics of any duck
lodge in Argentina. Each morning you will rise
to a full breakfast and head out with your guide
to the selected hunting location. Blinds are built
with every hunter in mind using hard bottom
construction, raised platforms, or “bucket” style
pits. Added to the overall traditional experience
will be well-trained dogs that will fetch each bird
you take decoying into the spread.
The Accommodations: Pampa Lodge is located
outside the town of San Miguel de Monte and
just 65 miles southwest from BA’s Ministro
Pistarini International Airport (EZE). You can
literally be enjoying coffee on the front porch
only a couple hours after arriving in Argentina.
With a capacity for up to 10 hunters in 5 double

rooms, the lodge has a large living area with
dining room and fireplace, traditional Argentine
cuisine and a well stocked bar.
The Trip:The best way to reach Pampa Lodge is
a flight from the USA to Buenos Aires. Multiple
carriers offer this overnight flight from a number
of US cities daily. From Buenos Aires you will be
met by a Puelo Expeditions representative and
then transfer about one and a half hours to the
lodge. As always, Trek Safaris will be happy to
assist with all travel arrangements.

TRIP FEE: $3,495/hunter (3 day hunt)…
$4,450/hunter (4 day)
DESCRIPTION: Includes hunting, license and
permits, rental guns, lodging with meals, drinks,
wine & beer, transfers from EZE airport. Not
Included in the trip is airfare, shells, gratuities
and items of personal nature.
A 50% per person, non-refundable deposit
required to secure space.
SEASON: May, June, July – call for available
dates
GAME: Ducks
Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.
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Uruguay - Estancia Ninette
33°08’06.80” S 57°59’22.72” W

The Most Affordable Dove and Perdiz Combo in
South America!
Estancia Ninette has consistently the finest perdiz and closest high volume dove shooting of any lodge in
South America. With the most affordable price of any combo hunt in South America, Estancia Ninette
needs to be on your hunting list Call Trek Safaris today as the 2017 Season is Booking Fast.
Trek and Hector Sarasola continue their
almost 30 year relationship for 2016
offering a very affordable combo hunt to
Uruguay. What more could you want than
shooting perdiz over Brittany Spaniels
in the cool Uruguayan mornings then
enjoying a high volume dove hunt minutes
from the lodge.
The Trip: Your trip begins when you land in
Montevideo, Uruguay where a member from
Hector’s staff will greet you, help clear your
guns and transfer you about three hours to
Estancia Ninette. You will have an afternoon
hunt shortly after getting settled and the next
three days will be full hunting days. The last
morning we have one last hunt followed by
a transfer back to Montevideo to catch your

overnight flight home arriving the following
morning.
T h e Hu n t i n g : E s t a n c i a Ni n e t t e i s a
wingshooter’s paradise with the most exciting
perdiz hunting in South America while
offering extreme high-volume dove hunting.
The combo season starts May 1 and runs
through July where hunters enjoy shooting
perdiz behind Hector’s legendary Brittany
Spaniels each morning and firing shells at
high-volume dove each afternoon. During
the months of August through April, we
offer a dove only program where hunters
enjoy shooting up to three cases in a day.
Hector has upgraded his selection of shotguns
with twenty new Benelli M1’s, but Uruguay
continues to be very efficient in clearing
clients personal shotguns should
you want to bring your own.
The Accommodations: Estancia
Ninette is the only hunting lodge
built especially for hunters. The
lodge has eight bedrooms, all
with private baths, a large living
room with fireplace that overlooks
the Rio Negro, and a very nice
indoor barbecue room that usually
becomes the main hang out. Meals
will feature beef, chicken, game,
pasta, salads, and fine Uruguayan
wines. Gonzalo Sarasola, Hector’s
son, has taken on the roll of
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General Manager so he will attend to your
every need while head guide, Eduardo
Hernandez, sees to it your hunting is over
the top.
TRIP FEE: Combination Price $3,295/hunter…
Dove Only Barley Special (August – April) $2,395/
hunter including 1,000 12ga or 20ga rounds. (Based
on minimum of 4 hunters) $1,000/hunter nonrefundable deposit required to secure space
DESCRIPTION: Includes three full and two half
days of shooting, license and permits, lodging with
meals, drinks, wine & beer, transfers. Not Included
in the trip is airfare, shells, gratuities and items of
personal nature.
SEASON: Doves year round, Combination MayJuly 31.
GAME: Doves, Perdiz
GAME: Doves, Perdiz
Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Nicaragua

12°36’21.47” N 87°07’49.45” W

Blue Winged Teal Shooting in a Wild &
Wonderous Environment.
Just over two hours from Miami you are smack in the middle of some of the best teal hunting in the world.
The season opened in late October and early season numbers confirm that we are on a record setting pace for
the 2016-2017 season. Still excellent February dates available, call today.
The Trip: The trip starts upon arrival in to
Managua, Nicaragua. Groups are met at
the airport by your hosts, Marvin or Richard
Townsend, or staff and taken as a group
by air- conditioned vans straight to the
newly constructed Hotel Farallones or Portales
in Chinandega about a two-hour drive on
newly paved highway. The following three
days are full hunting days. We will shoot both
morning and afternoon returning to the hotel
for lunch and a siesta in the middle of the day.
Usually we’ll hunt ducks in the mornings and
dove in the afternoons depending on game
concentration and time of year, but the guide
will make that determination at the time. We
can customize your trip as well to include
as many ducks hunts as you wish and price
accordingly.

Dear Kevin,
Just a note to advise you that we
had a fantastic hunt in Nicaragua
the few days befire Thanksgiving.
There were more ducks this year
than on many of my several hunts
to Nicaragua. The new hotel was
beautiful with good food and a
nice bar.

The Hunting: Imagine
sitting comfortably in a
lush, tropical lagoon as
the Papagayo winds are
gently tugging at your
back, when a flock
of teal come zipping
into your decoys
against the backdrop
of a smoking volcano.
This scene is played
out every day from
November through
February in Nicaragua,
home to one the
largest concentrations
of wintering blue
winged teal in Central
America. Literally thousands and thousands
of these fast flying ducks call Nicaragua home
through late February, or as long as the water
holds. Add in some challenging white winged
and mourning doves and you have the makings
of a nice mixed bagged hunt in warm tropical
climes. You will also have the opportunity to
take pintails, spoonbills and widgeons
The Accommodations: The Hotels
Farallones and Portales feature single room
accommodations with hot water, AC, cable TV,
WiFi, and large swimming pool with outdoor
BBQ setting. All meals will be taken in the
restaurant and lounge.
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TRIP FEE: $ 3 ,350.00 p e r p e r s o n .
DESCRIPTION: Fee includes, three days
hunting with 3 duck hunts and 3 dove hunts(six
sessions), single room accommodations with
meals at Hotel Farallones or Portales, hunting
licenses, and all transfers. Although air is not
included we are happy to quote air from you
hometown. Ask about the option of a charter
flight to Chinandega from Managua.
A $1,500 non-refundable deposit is required
to confirm your reservation.
SEASON: November through February.
DATES: Call Trek for current availability.
Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Nicaragua Dove-Mombacho Lodge
11°57’6.08”N 85°58’47.71”W

New Destination for White-wings
With almost two years under our belt, Trek has finally found a home for White-wing hunters and its called
Mombacho Lodge. Named after the nearby volcano we are super excited to bring you this destination on the
outskirts of the beautiful and cultural city of Granada.
Trek has teamed up with owner Bruno Taino
to bring you the best White-winged dove hunt
in Central America. The Mombacho Lodge is
a simple but perfect design for hunters and
its location is superb, just 45 minutes from
Managua and five minutes from Granada.
The Trip: Mombacho Lodge can be reached
from the U.S. with daily, non-stop flights into
Managua from Houston, Miami and Atlanta
followed by a 45-minute paved highway transfer
to the lodge. Once you are at Mombacho you
will be under the services of brothers Frederico
and Carlo Taino who will make sure you have all
you need for a great wing shooting vacation. Not
only is the hunting superb, but also you will enjoy

the sheer beauty this area offers with stunning
views of the Mombacho and Masaya Volcanoes
and visits to nearby crater lakes and fun city of
Granada. Our program consists of six hunts, with
morning and afternoon hunting sessions. Some
dates will have four nights at the lodge and others
three nights with an evening in Granada.
The Accommodations: Mombacho Lodge
consists of ten single room accommodations in
two separate wings with each room having A/C,
private bath and plenty of room. There is small
swimming pool and a courtyard gazebo that
separate the two wings. The lodge also features a
full bar and open-air restaurant located upstairs
that offers a wonderful view of the volcano

surrounding countryside and allows for the
soothing breezes from the Pacific Ocean and
Lake Nicaragua. The cuisine at Mombocho is well
balanced with choices of excellent local meats,
seafood, pasta and game. They are most famous
for their wonderful dove “bocas” and Rumritas.
Mombacho is perfectly located with easy access
to Managua, the hunting fields, and Granada.
The Shooting: After a hearty pre-dawn breakfast
we’ll hit the highway to areas mainly in the
Masaya-Tipitapa-Lake Nicaragua region for a
morning White-wing hunt of 8-10 boxes of
shells or more. It’s back to the lodge for lunch,
a quick nap and then another 8-10 box hunt in
the afternoon. Fields range from 30-45 minutes
from the lodge and most are corn, sorghum and
peanuts. Excellent hors d’oeuvres and Rumritas
greet the hunters after every hunt and evening
meals are excellent with many a Nicaragua cigar
handy nearby.
TRIP FEE: $2350.00 per hunter..
Description: Trip fees include four nights
single room accommodations with meals/
open bar, six guided hunts, hunting license,
use of shotguns and all transfers to the fields
and airport.
Season- November-August
Game- White-winged dove.
Dates- Call for availability.
Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.
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Mexico – La Finca Lodge
24°50’22.17”N 98°10’8.10”W

Mexico Combination is Back & Better than Ever
Just out the backdoor of Texas, you can hunt thousands ducks on the famous Laguna Madre, flush WILD
bobwhite quail on century old hedgerows, or take aim on the exciting white-wing dove. This area is truly a
sportsman paradise!
from La Finca will be on
hand to transfer you about
two hours south to San
Fernando. Trips will run
either Sunday – Thursday
or Thursday – Sunday
with six hunts given
on each trip. To make
travel even easier, you can
choose to rent one of the
many Beretta automatics
available at the lodge.

The Outfitter: Steve McCain, Jr. grew up in the
bayous of Louisiana killing his first duck at the
age of six and creating a passion for the outdoors
that still burns today. After hunting Mexico for
the first time in 2000, he dreamed that one day
he would guide groups he once shared blinds
with. Recently wrapping up a long career training
professional cutting horses, Steve’s dream has
come true setting up his operation at La Finca
Lodge in San Fernando; the perfect location to
shoot ducks, dove and quail.
The Trip: The greatest advantage of hunting
at La Finca is the close proximity to the US.
Groups fly into Brownsville, TX where a member

The Hunting: For many
years, Mexico has been
a popular destination
to enjoy a variety of
wingshooting species
with Americans taking
advantage of the easy logistics. During November
through February, our hunt in San Fernando will
consist of harvesting ducks decoying on the big
water of the Laguna Madre and chasing bobwhite
quail. You can shoot fast flying white-wing
dove from August through October. Extensive
scouting is done each day to minimize the drive
time to the shooting areas while maximizing each
of your hunts. Airboat and tunnel hull boats
will be used to shuttle duck hunters around the
Laguna Madre and we will be shooting 100%
WILD quail, which is an experience in itself.
White-wing hunts are very popular as you can
come back to the lodge for lunch, enjoy the pool
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and head back out each afternoon trying to set
a new lodge record.
Accommodations: La Finca Lodge is located
on the southern outskirts of San Fernando
Mexico about two hours from Brownsville,
TX. The lodge has fourteen large bedrooms
with private baths & air conditioning. The
spacious dining room gives groups plenty of
room to enjoy the fine cuisine and the bar is
fully stocked with a classic margarita never far
away. Amenities include a swimming pool, hot
tub, and game room where groups can relax
and enjoy in between or after the hunting. Two
separate living rooms allow mixed groups ample
space or you may want to challenge each other
to a game of pool. La Finca is the perfect lodge
for this program and located very conveniently
to the hunting grounds.
Trip Price: $3,000/hunter (duck/quail)….
Includes: Six total hunts, accommodations at
La Finca with meals, drinks, open bar, license
and gun rental… Not Included is airfare, shells,
Mexico visa, gratuities and items of personal
nature.
50% non-refundable deposit required to secure
space
Game: Ducks, Quail, Dove
Dates: Call Trek for Available Dates

Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Mexico - La Finca White Wing Dove
28°07’59.80” S 30°22’52.90” W

Too Close To Miss.
With White wing shooting so close to our back door there is no better option that allows you to wake up in
your own bed and be shooting white wing dove in the afternoon than The La Finca Lodge. Sitting just two
hours from the U.S. border, it just makes sense.
The Outfitter: Steve McCain, Jr. grew up
in the bayous of Louisiana killing his first
duck at the age of six and creating a passion
for the outdoors that still burns today.
After hunting Mexico for the first time in
2000, he dreamed that one day he would
guide groups he once shared blinds with.
Recently wrapping up a long career training
professional cutting horses, Steve’s dream
has come true setting up his operation at La
Finca Lodge in San Fernando; the perfect
location to shoot ducks, dove and quail.

be hunting in the morning
or the afternoon, you can
easily shoot 12-15 boxes a
hunt. Sometimes reaching
upwards of 18-25 boxes
per hunt. The White wing
season starts up in August
and starts to slow in early
November. Groups will
typically shoot fields and
brushed in areas that make
for a very exciting hunt.

The Trip: Just like the Duck and Quail
program, the greatest advantage of hunting
at La Finca is the close proximity to the US.
Groups fly into Brownsville, TX where a
member from La Finca will be on hand to
transfer you about two hours south to San
Fernando. Trips will run either Sunday –
Thursday or Thursday – Sunday with six
hunts given on each trip. To make travel
even easier, you can choose to rent one of
the many 20ga or 12ga Beretta automatics
available at the lodge.

Accommodations: The
Lodge is located on the
Outskirts of San Fernando,
just a two-hour drive from
Brownsville, Tx. La Finca
includes a pool area with
a hot tub located right outside of your newly
renovated room. There is plenty of space to relax
in between hunts in the two lounge areas with
flat screen TVs where you can catch up on your
favorite sports team. Enjoy a full open bar located
in the dining area where barman Fernando
will assure you will never go thirsty. Two new
staterooms where built recently bringing the
total number of rooms to fourteen. La Finca is
the perfect lodge for this program and located
very conveniently to the hunting grounds. It has
simply never been easier to enjoy a White Wing
hunt so close to home. Call Trek today to book
this upcoming white wing season!

The Hunting: Although White Wing
dove are a challenging shoot, they are one
of the most enjoyable birds to hunt for
many sportsman, especially in Mexico. The
population of white wing dove in the area has
been growing year after year which brings the
hunter very consistent shooting. Whether it
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Trip Price: $2,250/hunter white-wing
Includes: Six total hunts, accommodations at
La Finca with meals, drinks, open bar, license
and gun rental…
Not Included is airfare, shells, Mexico visa,
gratuities and items of personal nature.
50% non-refundable deposit required to secure
space
Game: Dove
Season : August - October
Dates: Call Trek for Available Dates

Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Spain - Estancia Pinos Altos
40°20’22.68” N 3° 24’36.85” W

Experience the Royal Treatment.
Trek Safaris has reserved two of the best dates of the season at Estancia Pinos Altos in Spain for fantastic
Red-Legged Partridge shooting. Pinos Altos is legendary for their hunting program catering to Americans and
has been Trek’s destination of choice for 14 years running.

The Trip: After a your arrival and gun clearance
in Madrid, most prefer to spend a night in this
great city before getting to Pinos Altos. The next
day you will be transferred by Pinos Altos staff to
the hacienda located two hours south of Madrid
near Ciudad Real. Pinos Altos is a restored 16th
century home set in the famed La Mancha
region. It sits in the middle of 10,000 acres where
Red and Fallow Deer and Mouflon Sheep roam.
After a nice welcome dinner, hunters will receive
instructions for the next three days shooting and
non-hunters will devise their plans for tours and
shopping. The last involves a transfer back to
Madrid and your flight home.
The Accommodations: The hacienda is large
with 14 bedrooms, all with private bath, two
living rooms, private dining room, patio and

and excellent service.

porch overlooking the
property. All bedrooms
are deluxe and tastefully
decorated. Our shooting
party will have the entire
hacienda. We stress that
this is a high quality trip
and we’re shooting one of
the best estates in Spain.
Many well-known driven
partridge hunters make a
yearly trip to shoot with
Fernando and enjoy the
ambiance of Pinos Altos
that include delicious
meals, fine Rioja wines

The Hunting: Each hunting day starts with
an 8:30 AM breakfast and then set out for the
shoot. It’s about a 20-minute drive to the most
shooting areas where you will draw pegs. Each
day will consist of 4-5 drives depending on
shooting conditions and consists of an allotted
total of 600 partridge for the line of eight guns.
You’ll have two drives in the morning followed
by a delicious field snack and then two more
drives followed by a huge elegant lunch. Each
hunter has their own loader and a secretary to
carry your shells, shotguns, set up your blind,
etc. Your only job is to shoot! A line of beatersgenerally 40-50, will push the partridge over the
shooters at their assigned pegs set about 15-30
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yards down the crest of a hill. The birds will
come flying fast and quick over the hill and the
shooting is fast and furious. A good shot can
expect to spend three to four shells per partridge.
There’s time for a shower and some rest before
dinner. These are special affairs with traditional
meals and an elegance depicting an era gone by,
yet still here. Other Activities: Among the nonshooting activities will be a trip to Toledo, and
visits to nearby typical haciendas, small villages
and historical points. You may also choose to go
shopping for leather goods, porcelain, ceramics,
pottery and local wines.
TRIP FEE: $14,500 per hunter and $1,400
for the non-hunter, based on double occupancy.
The trip fees are based on a line minimum of
eight guns and 600 birds a day.
DESCRIPTION: Includes four nights allinclusive at Pinos Altos, three days driven
shooting, all tours for the non-shooters, gun
clearance, permits and Madrid transfers. A 50%
non-refundable deposit is required to confirm
your reservation.
SEASON: Fall/Winter
GAME: Red Legged Partridge
LIMITS: 1,800 Partridge are included in fee
with a charge of $45 for each additional bird.
DATES: October 8-12 and November 12-17,
2017
Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Slovakia - Chateau Bela
47°49’50.70”N 18°35’46.76”E

Pheasants Forever In Slovakia
Of all the European pheasant hunts, Slovakia may offer the best value of them all. We have arranged a
wonderful four-night stay at the beautiful Chateau Bela and shooting three of the best estates in the region
for Ringed Neck Pheasant. Combine the hunting with optional extensions to Budapest and Vienna and you
have the makings of a very memorable experience.
Eastern Europe has quickly become very
popular for those who wish to have a
professional driven pheasant hunt and see a
part of the world that was once behind the
Iron Curtain. Trek is very happy to once again
be hosted by Ben Mekie and Peter Oremusz
who have formed the reputable Shooting
in Slovakia outfit. With Europe having
transparent borders it is easy to combine some
great tours after your hunt, so please ask Trek
about these when booking your trip.
The Hunting: Trek has reserved three outstanding
Estates for driven pheasant shooting. Names like
Pata, Bajc, Hrable and others are all top class

operations and establish a style of shooting that
may be catered to each group, some with very
high birds and some not as. For this hunt we have
contracted 200 birds per hunter over the three
days, which can be achieved without difficulty.
Each day the Estate will arrange five to six drives
to pre-assigned stands using beaters, dogs and
the traditional horn blows signaling the start and
end of each drive. The best time to go is the fall
months before winter sets in.
The Trip: Our reserved date is November 1-6,
2017 where each hunter will need to arrive into
either Budapest or Vienna, met by Oremusz
who will clear your guns and then transfer to
Chateau Bela (2-2.5
hours by highway).
Mekie will be on
hand to introduce
you to Bela and
staff followed by
discussion about
the next three days
hunting. Each of
the three days you
will depart the
C h a t e a u a ro u n d
8:00 AM for the 2040 minute drives to
the shooting estates.
The last day you
will transfer back
to either Budapest
or Vienna for your
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flight home or extend your trip for time touring.
The Accommodations: Chateau Bela is the
difference maker on this hunt above all others in
this region; it has history and culture yet recently
renovated to add some modern day features.
Bela has 42 rooms with private baths, and all the
conveniences of a deluxe property. We will eat
in a different dining room each night offering a
unique theme to the evenings and include some
of the wines Bela is famous for producing. Make
no mistake about it; Bela adds a wonderful touch
to the entire shooting experience. Non-hunters
are welcome at Bela and we will be glad to arrange
tours to nearby villages as well as a well-organized
itinerary.
TRIP FEE: € 7,795.00 per hunter € 1,795.00
per non-hunter based on double occupancy.
DESCRIPTION: Includes four night’s
accommodations with meals and house wines,
200 pheasants over three days shooting, hunting
licenses, gun permits and all transfers (small
surcharge may apply for Vienna transfer).
A 50% non-refundable deposit required to
confirm your reservation.
GROUP SIZE: 4-10 hunters.
GAME: Ringed Neck Pheasant.
SEASON: Fall/Winter.
DATES: November 1-6, 2017
￼
Pricing is subject to change
Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

South Dakota Pheasant
44°22’5.94”N 100°21’3.48”W

The Triumvirate of
“The Mount Rushmore State.”
Trek Safaris is very happy to offer the three best Ring-necked pheasant hunting lodges in South Dakota. Paul
Nelson's Farm, Firesteel Creek Lodge and Tumbleweed are all the finest in what they offer and enjoy a high
rate of repeat clients, the ultimate gauge of success. All are family owned and operated with an extensive
farming background. .

Based on comments we have received from
many of you, Paul Nelson Farm, Firesteel
Creek and Tumbleweed pheasant hunting
lodges offer superior hunts, services and
accommodations. This not to say that these
are the only three, on the contrary you may
have your own, but based on our research these
are excellent choices. All of these lodges have
displayed a level of service, hunting success,
accommodations and equipment that rate
them as superior.
Paul Nelson Farm: Located just an hour
northeast from Pierre, PNF is Essentially,three
distinctly different lodges using a footprint of over
45,000 square feet all with single room status.
The Main Lodge was initially built in 1992 and
through the years of tremendous growth Nelson

continued to expand
the Main Lodge to 12
rooms and including a
spectacular African room
that could very well be
the best lounge in South
Dakota. In 2001 Paul
added the Buffalo Suites
of eight large, tastefully
decorated suites and
the wonderfully deluxe
King Lodge of 15 rooms
was built in 2006.PNF
has over 12,000 acres
of prime hunting land
and can provide clients
with as much as they wish to hunt. This is a
tremendous destination for high-end corporate
groups.

Food and service is top notch and you simply
cannot go wrong with a visit to Firesteel for your
group of friends or family.

Firesteel Creek Lodge: This wonderful ranch
is located near the town of Isabel which is east
of the Missouri River.Owned and operated by
the Lindskov Family since 1934, Firesteel is
a still a working ranch with many thousands
of acres devoted to farming, cattle and game
management. With over 150,000 trees planted
and managing cropland exclusively for wildlife,
Firesteel not only offers excellent pheasant
hunting, but their Hungarian Partridge and
Sharptail Grouse are an excellent addition to a
great program. There are three buildings offering
22 guest rooms and housing 28 lucky hunters.

TRIP FEES- $3495.00 (Tumbleweed)…
$3995.00 (Firesteel Creek)... $6495.00 (Paul
Nelson Farm)
DESCRIPTION- Prices are per hunter and
based on a party of four on a four night/three
day hunt. Prices include guided hunting, limit
of five pheasant a day, all meals, open bar and
wines.
SEASON- Fall - Early Winter
GAME- Ring-necked Pheasant
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Tumbleweed Lodge: Of the three lodges we
mention here, we have had more history with
Tumbleweed and are happy to continue a
relationship going back 15 years or more. Don
Bollweg and son Michael, along with their wives
figured out 30 years ago that they were going
to be second to none in the hosting of hunters.
This is truly a family business with a relaxing
atmosphere that so many enjoy year after year.
With 12’000 acres of perfectly balanced crops
and shelter where pheasant, grouse and partridge
can sustain their growth, Tumbleweed operates
quality hunts year after year. It’s easy to reach!
Tumbleweed as it is only 45 minutes from Pierre.

Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

BIG GAME
Pictured for our Big Game Divider page is a hunting guide at Algar Safaris in
Patagonia Argentina glassing for Red Stag. Algar continues to be one of the
leading Red Stag destinations in Argentina offering free range hunting in a
picturesque setting. Read more about Algar Safaris on pg. 31.
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Kwalata - South Africa
23°53’33.23”S 28° 9’24.67”E

Still One of the Best in Africa
Why embark on a trip half way around the world and do everything yourself when you can contact Trek to
take care of all the details and provide unmatched service. From the time you depart from home until you
return, Trek will handle everything allowing you to enjoy your African safari.
Trek has put together a program that will send
you on your dream safari and keep fueling
the fire to do it again and again. Kwalata
Wilderness is our outfitter in the Limpopo
Providence of South Africa and provides one
of the best plain’s game hunts anywhere in
Africa. You will become lifelong friends with
the staff and experience just why Kwalata is
such a repeat hunt for most
The Hunting: This hunt takes place on 32,000
acres of beautiful and challenging land in
the Waterburg Mountains of the Limpopo
Providence, South Africa. Unlike the typical
African plains, Kwalata is more mountainous
providing elevation and a landscape mix that
assures unique scenery for a truly wild hunting
experience and a welcome challenge to harvest
your animals. Since plains game is the primary
species, the best time to hunt is from March
through October as these are the cooler months
in South Africa and much more pleasant. Owner
Reinhard Heuser and PH Jaco Strauss have
offered Trek an exclusive package to include a
seven day safari for a Kudu, Blue Wildebeest,
Impala, Blesbuk, and Warthog. However, there
are over twenty plains game species you may wish
to add to your package and you can even hunt
four of the Big 5. Trek chose Kwalata because
of the abundance of game available and the
excellent PH’s on staff with each going above
and beyond making sure you have a chance to
harvest your animals.

The Accommodations: Valamanzi is the main
camp and lodge located in the African bush on
a small river that provides a quiet and peaceful
atmosphere. You will stay in one of the three cozy
chalets complete with two bedrooms, a bathroom
and lounge area. Built on stilts overlooking the
river and connected by walkways, Valamanzi
offers a very unique setting for an African
safari. The central part of the lodge is built
with beautiful African wood and thatched roofs
and has a large common area that is perfect for
unwinding and reflecting on the days hunt.
The cuisine is one of the best parts of your stay
at Kwalata with many meals consisting of the
game you have taken and the famous South
African wine.
The Trip: Trek has promoted a trip that starts
with your arrival in Johannesburg South Africa
where you will be met by a Kwalata Wilderness
representative. They will help you clear customs
and all formalities then transfer you the three
hours to the lodge. Jaco or one of his Professional
Hunters will guide you for the next seven
days on your African safari. The last day you
will have breakfast before transferring back to
Johannesburg and your flight home. You may
also wish to extend for a game viewing safari or
sightseeing to many of the other areas of South
Africa, all of which Trek can help you arrange.

TRIP FEE: $7,700 per person (1x1 basis)…
$6,975 per person (2x1 basis)
DESCRIPTION: Includes seven days hunting
with accommodations, meals, & drinks at
Kwalata, trophy fees for Kudu, Impala, Blesbuk,
Warthog & Blue Wildebeest, and transfers.
Not Included are additional trophies, trophy
shipment & preparation, tips, or airfare. A 50%
non-refundable deposit is required to confirm
your reservation.
SEASON: March – October
GAME: Kudu, Impala, Blesbuk, Warthog, Blue
Wildebeest, other plains game, dangerous game
DATES: Call Trek for current availability.
Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.
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South Africa - North and East Cape
40°20’22.68” N 3° 24’36.85” W

Affordable Plains Game
Adventure in South Africa

Trek Safaris and Mike Birch is now offering an amazing affordable priced plains game hunt allowing you
to experience a true African safari with your child coming for only trophy cost.

The Trip: Do not let your desire to hunt Africa
slip away because prices seem too high. Trek
Safaris has teamed with Mike Birch’s Hunt
the Sun delivering an affordable hunt with all
the Trek standards of quality animals, deluxe
accommodation and professionalism. With two
diverse hunting areas, you will have the chance
to experience the culture of South Africa and
shoot quality trophies all without spending a life’s
savings. You’ll kid will thank you too!
The Accommodations: Hunt Hunt the Sun
offers so much more than a superior hunting
experience, the attention to detail and warm
friendly environment that is provided for you
and your family will make the lodges your
comfortable home during your stay. Fully
renovated Eerenkroon will be your home in the

Eastern Cape complete
with three double
bedrooms all with private
baths, large front porch
to relax in a rocking
chair, living room with
fireplace, and dining
room where everyone
relives the day’s hunt
each evening. Arnotsdale
is Mike’s new lodge
about an hour South of
Kimberley. With a main
lodge to gather after the
hunt and have diner,
Arnotsdale has two new
chalets with traditional
African thatched roofs
and each has two
bedrooms with private baths. Both lodges have
large outdoor fire pits where full bars will be set
up each evening to enjoy a cocktail and stare at
the many stars of the Southern Hemisphere. You
will enjoy traditional African cuisine at Hunt
the Sun consisting of lots of venison, lamb and
wonderfully fresh vegetables.
The Hunting: Trek has designed an exclusive
adventure giving you a chance to hunt a few
different areas of South Africa over ten days
while keeping it affordable. The first half of
hunting will take place in South Africa’s Eastern
Cape Province north of Port Elizabeth on nearly
40,000 acres of combined trophy management
and free range land. This challenging terrain of
mountains and valleys is home to Africa’s grey
ghost, the Kudu. You will see strong numbers of
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Kudu along with duikers, Nyala, Springbuck and
many other plains animals all while having the
beautiful Kouga Mountains as your backdrop.
The second half of hunting takes place outside
Kimberley in the Northern Cape Province on
over 100,000 acres of real African savanna.
The amount of quality plains game in this area
is astounding from herds of Gemsbok and
Wildebeest to Zebra and Impala along with
over twenty other species. With a mixture of
free range and trophy management areas, this
appeals to all hunters including bow hunters as
Mike has several ground blinds overlooking water
areas. This unique program with Hunt the Sun
provides a wide diversity of terrain and species,
where trophies can be hunted in their natural
habitat, so whether it is the coastal thicket, high
mountain plains or the savanna thornveld, we
have hunting to suit your desires.
TRIP FEE: $4,500/person (1x1 basis)… $4,000
(2x1 basis)…
DESCRIPTION: Includes ten days hunting with
accommodations, meals, bar at Eerenkroon and
Arnotsdale, trophy fee for one Kudu, and transfers.
Not Included are additional trophies, trophy
preparation, shipment or taxidermy, gratuities,
airfare. A 50% non-refundable deposit is required
to confirm your reservation.
SEASON: March-October
GAME: Plains Game Animals
SPECIAL: Father/Son – Father pays package
rate… Son stays at no charge & adds on animals
based off price list (21 & under)
DATES: Call Trek for current availability
Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Namibia – Jan Oelofse Hunting Safaris
20°53’19.53”S 16°11’21.29”E

Experience a Different Part of Africa on Your
Plains Game Adventure
For those of you who are looking for a different county for your next Africa hunting destination, Trek is happy
to introduce Jan Oelofse Hunting Safaris as our Namibia plains game outfitter.
The Outfitter: Since 1975 Jan Oelofse Hunting
Safaris has provided big game hunters with
unmatched service and accommodations along
with tremendous amounts of game on their
85,000 acres of private land. Since Jan’s passing
in 2012, his wife Annette and son Alex has filled
some big shoes, but with the help of their team of
PH’s and friendly staff, Jan’s vision lives on today.
The Hunting: Jan Oelofse Hunting Safaris
makes use primarily of their privately owned
hunting area, which stretches over 85,000 acres

and is at the foothills of the famous Mount Etjo.
On this property you will find all the species
Namibia Jan Oelofse small pg27 listed on the
price list including thousands of Gemsbok,
Zebra, Eland, and many other species. You will
encounter elephant, white and black rhino,
hippo, cheetah, leopard and many other unique
animals that roam the area in abundance. Another
120,000 acres of concession zone are adjacent to
the private hunting grounds should you need
utilize more area. Your hunting experience will
thus be a truly African one giving you plenty
of opportunities to
feel, see and hear all
that the Namibian
wilderness has
to offer without
having to cover
much ground. The
hunting area varies
geographically and
throughout seasons.
Savannahs, grass
plains and mountain
stretches provide
a diverse habitat
for various species
and will allow for
great hunting and
photography.

The Lodge: The main lodge is located in the
center of the Okonjati Game Reserve and
surrounded by Namibian wilderness. A large
bar area at the front of the lodge overlooks a
waterhole and is thus the perfect location for
all-day exciting game viewing. In the winter
months, a steam bath and whirlpool are excellent
ways of relaxing after a long day hunting. During
the summer months, the swimming pool offers
a welcome opportunity to cool off - to elephants
and hunters alike. At the lodge, you will have 24hour electricity, hot & cold running water and
Wi-Fi. The Hunting Lodge is furnished with 6
rooms, two of which have king-size beds, four of
which have twin beds. All rooms are equipped
with a mini bar, a small fridge, a safe to store
your rifles, hair dryers, 110 Volt converters, a
ceiling fan and air conditioners. This all makes
your experience much more than just a hunt.

TRIP FEE: $3,900/hunter (seven full days)
1x1 hunter to guide… Animals taken off price
list… Includes seven full days hunting, eight
nights accommodations in camp, food, license,
and guided hunts… Not included is airfare,
gun permits, transfer to/from Windhoek, any
animals taken on hunt, gratuities, bar tab.
50% non-refundable deposit required to
secure space
SEASON: April – October
Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.
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Mozambique

18°23’42.0” S 035°36’00.0” E

Buffalo and Plains Game on the Delta

Mozambique is one of the last remaining “True Africa” frontiers to take aim Africa’s most dangerous animal,
Cape Buffalo. Hunt over 2 million acres of 100% Free Range in the Zambezi Delta of Mozambique.
Of all the big game hunting done in Africa, one
of the most challenging and rewarding trophies
is the Cape buffalo. Trek is fortunate to partner
with Mark Haldane, owner of Zambezi Delta
Safaris, in Eastern Mozambique for a real big
game African adventure where the game is
still plentiful and wild. You may also wish to
combine the buffalo with a trophy Nyala or
Sable as they are great values in Mozambique.
The Trip: To reach Mungari Camp you will need
to fly into Johannesburg and then connect with a
commercial flight to Beira, Mozambique where
Haldane will meet you for charter flight to camp.
You will have eleven night’s accommodations
with ten full days of a true safari in one of the

wildest game areas in Africa. The last day you’ll
be chartered back to Beira for your commercial
flight to Jo’burg connecting with your flight
back home..
The Accommodations: Trek clients will mostly
be housed in Mungari Camp, a very popular and
traditional east African Tented style camp used
originally by Portuguese hunters in the early
60’s and renovated to more modern standards
with private bathrooms and comfortable beds.
Hunters have enjoyed this setting as it appeals to
the glory days of African Safaris and proof that
they still exist. Food, service and comfort will be
at its utmost during your stay.
The Hunting:
Haldane holds two
of the most pristine
buffalo hunting
concessions in all of
Africa in Coutada 11
& 12 near the eastern
coast, adjoined by the
Marrameu Complex
and Zambezi River
Delta. This area is
home to thousands of
buffalo allowing you
to be selective to take
the largest “Dagga
Boy” you can find
with bosses in the 3842 inch range being
common. In addition
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to buffalo, there are over 20 popular species of
plains game ranging from the tiny Livingston’s
Suni to herds of beautiful Sable. Mozambique is
regarded as a great value for all animals and is fast
becoming a popular destination among hunters.
Coutada 11 & 12’s combined 4,000,000 acres
of habitat is a mix of tropical savannahs, sand
forests and swamplands and the best equipment
and guides in the business will be on hand to
assure your hunt is successful and safe. Due to
sound game management practices and positive
results because of it, Zambezi Delta Safaris has
these areas under lease until 2025.
TRIP FEE: $14,000 per hunter (Cape Buffalo
– 1x1 guide to hunter package)…
DESCRIPTION: Prices include 1x1 guide to
hunter ratio, accommodations, meals and local
drinks in hunting area, trophy fees and field
preparations for animals listed, general hunting
card. NOT included are gun permits (est.
$250 per hunter), hunting license (est. $440/
hunter), 17% VAT tax on daily rate, community
fee ($50/night per hunter) trophy export fee,
taxidermy & shipping and charter flight.
A 50% non-refundable deposit is required to
confirm your reservation.
SEASON: June-November
GAME: Cape buffalo, Sable, Nyala, Eland, Red
Duiker, Hartebeest, Waterbuck
DATES: Call for latest availability.

Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Argentina – Estancia Poitahue
36°25’9.50”S 65°30’27.38”W

Even Better Than Before
The 2016 Argentina Red Stag season is in the books and once again, Estancia Poitahue delivered with
continuing to innovate the market. This season, we introduced an exclusive charter flight from Buenos Aires’
international airport (EZE) directly to Santa Rosa La Pampa making the logistics of this hunt some of the
easiest of any big game destination in Argentina. This offer was so well received, it will continue for the 2017
season and with the calendar already filling fast, now is the time to reserve your date.
The Trip: Clients will fly into Buenos Aires
where a Trek representative will meet you after
clearing customs and escort you to the private
terminal for your private charter flight to Santa
Rosa, capital of the La Pamapa region. The staff
at Poitahue Ranch will greet you and transfer you
90 minutes to the lodge. The next six days will be
full hunting days with your guide for Red Stag
and other animals if you choose. On the seventh
day, you will have one last morning to take a stag,
if you have not done so, before you charter back
to B.A. to catch your flight home.
The Hunting: Poitahue is truly a free range
hunting paradise with endless calden forest, lush
green plains, and sloped sand dunes providing
the habitat Red Stag need to thrive. This mixture
of varied terrain offers unique scenery for a
natural hunting experience and opportunity
to take a medal stag on almost 40,000 acres
of complete free range. Owner Alejandro Pini
purchased the ranch almost twenty-five years
ago for a cattle ranch but soon learned the
quality of stag it held. Still a working cattle
ranch, you will also find arguably the best free
range stag hunting in La Pampa. For the 2016
hunting season, Trek is promoting a no size
limit package for Red Stag, which gives you an
incredible opportunity to harvest a world-class
stag without regard for extra trophy fees. Should
you tag out early, Poitahue offers other species

like Blackbuck, Water Buffalo, Axis and Fallow
deer, European Boar, and several varieties of goats
and rams. A large dove roost is close by should
you prefer to shoot an afternoon of high-volume
doves creating plenty of excitement in itself. The
hunting is at its peak during the rutting period of
mid-March through April when stags will display
their roar but hunting can be done through
May. Due to the immense size of Poitahue and
its location, they are able to customize hunts to
fit most anyone regardless of physical abilities.
The Accommodations: Built in the early
1900’s, Poitahue has the nostalgia of a lovely old
estancia while offering all the amenities of home
including comfortable beds, relaxing atmosphere
and even Wi-Fi. Seasoned manager, Santiago
Rossi, lends his expertise of hunting and guiding
the world from Colorado to New Zealand and
can share plenty of stories and advise with you.
The main lodge houses three well-appointed
bedrooms along with a deluxe cabin adjoining for
a total capacity of ten. The lodge also features a
nice dining area and living room area with a huge
fireplace and for the hunters wishing to relive the
day’s hunt over a cocktail, there is a separate club
room with fireplace and bar. As is the case with
every estancia Trek represents in Argentina, the
food and level of service is first rate.

TRIP FEE: $6,595 per hunter based on double
occupancy.
DESCRIPTION: Includes 6 full hunting
days with trophy fees for one red stag (no size
limit), stag license, 7 night’s accommodations
at Poitahue, meals, wine & beer at Poitahue,
and services in BA. NOT Included Airfare,
gratuities, gun permits, trophy shipping/
taxidermy, extra or animals.
A 50% non-refundable deposit is required to
confirm your reservation.
SEASON: March – May
GAME: Red Stag, Water Buffalo, Boar, Axis &
Fallow Deer, Blackbuck Antelope
Dates: Call Trek for current availability Fallow
Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.
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Argentina - Algar Safaris
40°29’58.60”S 70°54’14.55”W

No Need to Rough It in Patagonia
After tremendous success, Trek Safaris and Algar Safaris continues to offer the most complete free range
experience for no size limit Red Stag in the renowned Patagonia Argentina. With the Andes as your
backdrop, you’ll hunt Algar’s private property searching for the stag of your dreams.
The Accommodations:
For this hunt, our
mainstay will be Algar
Lodge about an hour
north of Bariloche
Argentina that was
recently renovated to
include six bedrooms all
with the comforts of a
five star hotel including
daily laundry, satellite
TV, and WiFi. The
lodge lies among the
shadows of the Andes
in a beautiful valley
where you can spot
stag roaming through
the front windows. The
cozy living room with
large fireplace is a great place for several hunters
to share stories and reflect on the day. You will
enjoy the wonderful Argentine meats prepared by
the fully trained chef along with a full selection of
Argentine wines. Algar Lodge is truly one of the
finest stag hunting lodges in Argentina.
The Hunting: Algar Safaris has one of the most
reputable names in the fraternity of Red Stag
outfitters since 1991. Combine this with Trek’s
professionalism and logistical expertise and you
have the one of the finest stag hunts offered. Trek
has partnered with Algar to provide an exclusive
package available for only Trek clients on a true

to receive you and help clear your guns. From
here, you will be transferred across town to the
domestic airport and connect with a flight to San
Carlos de Bariloche arriving around mid-day. A
member from Algar Safaris will greet you and
transfer you about an hour to the lodge where
you will sight your rifle and enjoy the remainder
of the day. The next five days will be full hunting
days with guide for stag and any other animals
should you choose to hunt. The final day you will
have one last opportunity to harvest an animal,
if you have not done so, before your flight back
to B.A. and overnight flight home.

free range, no size limit hunt targeting large Red
Stag from March through June. For the sportsman
looking to hunt the beauty of Patagonia without
the physicality of the interior Andes, Algar’s
65,000 acres of diverse terrain is your ticket. You
can experience rolling hills, grass valleys and thick
forest that provide wonderful nutrients and are
all favorite habitats of stag. Algar is also home to
fallow & axis deer, Pere David’s deer, European
boar, and several varieties of sheep & goats. Algar
specializes in hosting bow hunters and has become
one of the leading authorities on free-range bow
hunting for stag.
The Trip: Following an overnight flight into
Buenos Aires, our ground agent will be on hand
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TRIP FEE: $7,295/PERSON
DESCRIPTION: Includes 5 full hunting
days with trophy fees and stag tag for one
red stag (no size limit) on free range, six
night’s accommodations with meals, drinks,
beer & select wine at Algar Lodge, hunting
license and permit, trophy preparation and
transfers… NOT Included Internationals or
Domestic Airfare, trophy shipping/taxidermy,
gratuities, gun rental/gun permit, liquors and
items of personal nature
A 50% non-refundable deposit required to
confirm reservation
SEASON: March-June
GAME: Red Stag, Fallow & Axis Deer, Pere
David’s Deer, Boar, Sheep & Goat DATES:
Call Trek for available dates
Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

New Zealand – Manuka Point Lodge
43°16’26.17”S 171°13’20.96”E

Monster Red Stag in a Picturesque Setting
Serious hunting demands a serious outfitter. Don Patterson of Manuka Point Lodge rests his reputation on
the words; Integrity; Professionalism; Reliability and Consistency. Pristine mountain meadows, abundant
trophy species, quality accommodation, skilled professional guides, and warm hospitality all combine to create
classic stalking experiences unsurpassed in New Zealand.
Trek has is happy to announce we have are
continuing our relationship with Manuka
Point Lodge on the famous South Island of
New Zealand. In 2002, owners Don and Julie
Patterson turned their passion for hunting and
tourism into a thriving business providing a
first class hunting experience involving the
ever popular Red Stag. In addition to Stag,
your hunt can also include Tahr, Chamois, Elk
and Fallow deer. This is the sort of family run
destination Trek loves to promote; excellent
service, great accommodations and focusing
on small groups of hunters or couples.
The Trip: Trek has arranged a five night and
four day hunting trip starting with your arrival
into Christchurch on the South Island of New
Zealand. The staff of Manuka Point will be on
hand to meet you, help you through customs and
clear your rifle before departing on the two hour

transfer west to Manuka Point Lodge. You will
get settled and unwind from the flight and will
also have time to sight your rifle. The following
four days you will hunt with your expert guide
for Red Stag or other game if you choose. On the
last day, you will transfer back to Christchurch
for a flight home or an extended trip to discover
the beauty of New Zealand or possibly head to
Australia.
The Hunting: Don Patterson specializes in
scrupulously fair chase hunts after world-class
trophy quarry and through natural skills and
years of experience; Don will ensure you are in
a commanding position to secure the trophy
of a lifetime. The hunting at Manuka Point
exhilarates the spirit and is performed in the
heart of a well-known trophy producing area
near the Main Divide of the Southern Alps
along the Rakaia and Mathias rivers. You will
have access to over 18,000 acres where you and
your professional guide will use spot and stalk
tactics over rolling hills and flats of manuka
bushes to get within 200 yards of your target to
take a shot off traditional shooting sticks. Trek
is promoting three different big game packages
consisting of either a hunt for one Red Stag
(SCI 358-275), hunt for Tahr, or a combination
hunt for Red Stag (SCI 358-375) & Tahr. For
the alpine game such as Tahr and Chamois,
a modern jet helicopter and Manuka Point’s
very own experienced pilot, Ben Patterson,
can be hired to access the very best habitat
and mountainous terrain west of the lodge. If
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you choose to bring your rifle or bow, Manuka
Point will certainly provide a thrilling adventure.
The Accommodations: Hunting at Manuka
Point is so much more than just pulling the
trigger. Unforgettable experiences are a daily
occurrence, and your stay will truly feed the soul.
At heart, this is an authentic hunting lodge with
stunning alpine views from every window. The
walls of the lodge display successes of the hunt,
and the whole ambience is one of comfort, awe,
anticipation and excitement. The lodge has three
private guest bedrooms each with en suite baths.
There is a large family room with a cozy fireplace
along with a separate dining room where Julie
will prepare the delightful meals. Manuka Point
Lodge is the perfect place to relax and plan the
finer details of your hunt.
TRIP FEE: $9,995 Red Stag (SCI 360-400)…
$14,995 Red Stag (SCI 358-375) & Tahr
Combination
DESCRIPTION: Hunting price includes four
nights, five days for Stag package with trophy
fee, five nights six days for combination Stag
& Tahr with trophy fees & 1 hour helicopter
time, all meals, accommodations and transfers
at Manuka Point. Hunting Licenses and tags
are not required.
A 50% non-refundable deposit required to
confirm your reservation.
SEASON: March – May
GAME: Red Stag, Tahr, Chamois, Fallow
Deer, Elk
Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

FISHING
Trek’s Vice President, Joe Patterson, landed this 19 ½ lb. Peacock Bass on a recent
trip to Brazil’s Rio Negro Basin in the heart of the Amazon. The Rio Negro and its
tributaries are a favorite among anglers looking for a unique fishing experience and
one of nature’s incredible wonders. For more information on Brazil Peacock Bass
Fishing, see page 37.
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Patagonia River Ranch
40° 5.572” S 70° 55.579” W

Finally a deluxe ranch for
those who love to fish… or not!
Trek has been plying the waters of Patagonia since the 70’s and has established great relations with many
wonderful lodges and estancias. Well we would like to introduce to you the wonderful and elegant Patagonia
River Ranch. It not only delivers a tremendous week-long fishing program, but guests can also enjoy a range of
non-angling activities second to none.
Patagonia River Ranch is a world-class fly
fishing guest ranch nestled on the banks of the
legendary Chimehuin River, ideally located in
the center of the seven most productive rivers
in Northern Patagonia. This provides guests a
unique opportunity to take both Rainbow and
Brown trout in up to 6 different rivers during
their stay, while unpacking their bags only once.
For the non-fishing guest (or the angler needing
to give his casting arm a well-deserved rest),
the non-fishing activities include horseback
riding, mountain biking, hiking in the Andes,
cooking classes with the master chef, and day
trips to the charming resort town of San Martin
or nearby national parks. Their three full-time
ranch hostesses accompany our guests on all
these non-fishing activities.

The Fishing- The Chimehuin River, which runs
through the ranch, is commonly known as the
finest trout stream for large fish in Northern
Patagonia. The ranch’s location, in the center
of the most productive 50-mile section of this
river, allows guests to float and wade-fish the
“home water” from the nearest access point
20 miles upstream, and step off the boat at
the end the day 100 yards from the lodge. We
also can put in at the ranch to fish the lower
section. No other fishing lodge or outfitter has
the river location to accomplish this. Aside from
the Chimehuin, PRR can also access some of
the most famous rivers in the region to include
the Caleufu, Collon Cura, Alumine, Malleo,
Quemquemtreu and the Quilquihue. PRR has
an 8-person professional guide staff that is all
native Argentine, and they work exclusively for
PRR only. They’ve grown up fishing the native
waters and know these rivers intimately. All
guides are bi-lingual and have the unique ability
to handle both the novice and expert angler with
equal praise and patience.
Accommodations- PRR accommodates 16
guests per week in 8 spacious, well-appointed
guest suites in the main lodge and 2 cottages,
each with breathtaking views of the surrounding
river valley. The native rock and timber
lodge provides guests with an intimate and
unique setting from which to experience the
surrounding ranch environment. Furnishings
and decor are modeled after the classic fly
fishing lodges of generations past, while
providing luxuries and comforts not often
found in fishing lodges around the world.
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This includes two chefs and a fully-accredited
sommelier, and a wine cellar with the finest
wines from Argentina and Chile, L’Occitane
bath and body products and 500 thread-count
sheets.

Trip Fee- $6700.00 per person…
Description: Fee based on double occupancy and
to include accommodations, meals, wines, bar,
six days guided fishing with license, non-angling
activities and San Martin airport transfers.
A 50% non-refundable deposit is required to
secure space.
Game: Rainbow and Brown Trout
Dates- Due to limited availability we invite you
to call for a suggest date.
Getting There- PRR is very easy to reach with
daily non-stop flights from Buenos Aires to San
Martin followed by a 30-minute transfer to
the ranch.
Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Argentina - Patagonia
39°44’02.03” S 71°08’48.48” W

40,000 acres and a River Runs through it!
The magic of Patagonia is perfectly captured in this wonderful estancia that offers some of the world’s best
brown and rainbow trout fishing minutes from its doorsteps. The Olsen Family continues to enhance what is
already one of the premier trout lodges ever created. Whether you have time for a week or a few days, a visit
here is a must.

In the late 19th century the European family
Olsen settled in the northern Patagonia
Region near Junin de los Andes and laid their
claim to 40,000 acres in the foothills of the
Andes. There were no bridges or roads, only an
abominable spirit to survive and the recipient
of some incredible fortune. While farming and
cattle kept the Olsen’s from starving, it was
the introduction of trout, Red Deer, hares and
boar that eventually made life much easier and
laid the groundwork to become the premier
trout lodge they are today.
The Fishing- The magical Malleo River tumbles
down from its source at nearby Lake Tromen
through San Huberto’s 40,000 acres creating
excellent dry habitat for trout that will challenge
expert anglers with trophy sizes over 20 inches
and those who just want to catch fish will be

given ample opportunities. And for the
last 40 plus years, 12 lucky anglers have
casted and caught fish in places along its
banks like the Meadows, the Willows and
the Red Bridge and many others. Aside
from the Malleo, you will also encounter
super productive rivers like the Alumine,
Chimehuin, Collon Cura as well as Lake
Tromen; all teeming with rainbows and
browns within a 45 minute drive. The
guides you will experience at San Huberto
are some of the best in Patagonia and
will be your best friend by trip’s end. In
these Patagonia waters you will worry for
nothing, as your guide will have all you
need each day on the river.
Accommodations- San Huberto is a split-level
lodge with six double rooms and four single
rooms allowing for a maximum of 16 guests but
only 12 anglers. Belying its age of 45 years with
well-timed renovations and additions, it has kept
up with today’s demand of high quality facilities
and what we term rustic elegance. It does not take
long to determine you are in a special place, a place
that is timeless and will forever be. Whether it is
the meals that are grown or raised on property, or
the Sunday night asado that is all the rave in the
traveling community, your stay at San Huberto
will long be remembered. You would be well
rewarded to just relax and soak in the beauty of
this place, listening to the Malleo or taking a hike
where you may stumble on a Red Deer, and the
begin to understand why anglers return here year
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after year. Those of you who do fish, the lodge
will make plans for you to ride horses, visit small
towns or have a picnic lunch with your partner.
The Trip- The trip San Huberto starts with a
flight arrival from Buenos Aires into Chapelco
Airport in San Martin de los Andes, followed
by a 45-minute transport to the lodge. After
introductions to the staff and meeting your guide,
you will be served a hearty lunch and jump in the
river for the afternoon hatch. The following five
days you and your guide will devise a plan that
will make best use of your desires and abilities. The
last date you will have time to fish the Malleo one
last time before taking your flight back to Buenos
Aires. Please note that shorter trips are available
with notice.
Trip Fee- $4450.00 per angler
Description- Fee includes six nights
accommodations and six days guided fishing
with all meals/wines and airport transfers in B.A.
and Chapelco. Prices based on double occupancy.
A $2000.00 non-refundable deposit is required
to confirm your reservation. Maximum group is
12 anglers and 16 total guests.
Game- rainbow and Brown Trout
Season- November-April
Dates- Call for current availability.
Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Trout
39°44’02.03” S
71°08’48.48” W

Argentina Trout and Dove Combination

Dove
30°55’27.06” S
64°11’00.81” W

Patagonia Fins and
Cordoba Feathers.

This has fast become one of our best selling trips as there is now a non-stop flight connecting those beautiful
rainbow trout in Patagonia with the high-volume dove shoots from our deluxe lodges in Cordoba. While
available dates are limited in January-April, we have some excellent space in December and for great
value. Check it out!!
While we have arranged trout fishing in
Patagonia and dove hunting in Cordoba
for close to 30 years, it just got a lot easier.
There is now a non-stop flight operating from
January through March connecting Bariloche
and Cordoba, allowing one heck of a cast and
blast program.
Patagonia Fishing- Depending on availability
we’ll likely fish from Estancia San Huberto where
the waters on property and the surrounding
areas are famous for rainbow and brown trout.
Well known guides from our associates Safaris
Especiales will put you in a variety of waters
like the Malleo, Chimehuin and Collon

Cura. Whether you wish to wade, float or a
combination of both, you will see great action
all within 45 minutes to an hour from the lodge.

you will be met and transferred to one of our
three deluxe lodges for two and half days of
super high volume dove shooting.

Cordoba Dove- Few places in the wingshooting
world defy imagination; Cordoba is one of
them as the sky is full of eared dove sun up to
sundown. You will hunt over fields, passing
shots from roosts and from beautifully built
blinds. The day is separated by a delicious Asado
lunch that is famous in Argentina. Shell counts
here number daily in thousands so the timid
need not apply!

Accommodations- San Huberto is one of the
finest, traditional trout estancias in Patagonia
with stunning views of the Lanin Volcano and
Malleo River that flows through its 40,000
acres in the foothills of the Andes. Our three
Cordoba lodges, La Portenita, Sierra Verde and
Rio Seco have all been upgraded substantially
the last two years including spas, fire pits, new
décor, bedding and wines. Both destinations
feature fantastic cuisine and a level of service
that is second to none.

The Trip- Your journey starts with your arrival
into Buenos
Aires where you
will transfer a
connecting flight
to San Martin de
los Andes and a
45-minute drive
to San Huberto
where you will
fish two half days
and two full days.
After your three
days of trout
fishing, you will
then board the
non-stop flight
from Bariloche to
Cordoba where
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Trip Fee- $3550.00 (December Only)
$3995.00 per person (January-April)
Description- Fee is based on double occupancy
and includes three days fishing with room
and meals/wines at San Huberto, two and
half days hunting with room, meals/wines,
hunting licenses and arrival transfers. A
$1500.00 non-refundable deposit is required
to confirm. Maximum group size is 12.
Season- January-April
Game- Rainbow Trout, Brown Trout, Eared
Dove
Dates- Call for availability.

Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Brazil - Floating Cabins
0°0’19.81” N . 64°7’27.76” W

Fish with the Best – Away from the Rest

Of all the “bucket-list” destinations Trek offers, a trip to do battle with the aggressive peacock bass in the
Amazon is near or at the top of the list. Anticipating a violent hard hitting strike from one of these monsters
may be the most thrilling fresh water experience you could ever encounter. Now is your chance to experience
this remote new adventure in the upper headwaters where the anglers are few and the peacocks are plentiful.
The Fishing: The black water rivers of Brazil’s
Amazon are home to over 2,500 species of fish,
the most famous of which is the hard fighting
Peacock Bass. These powerful fighters are extremely
aggressive producing devastating top water and
subsurface action unlike any other freshwater fish
in the world. You know you’re fishing for a bruiser
when the guide hands you medium-heavy action
rod & reel spooled with 80 lb test braided line and
a 6” top water lure with several 4/0 treble hooks
hanging from it! Trek is offering a chance to set
the hook while fishing 6 full days with 7 nights
in camp. We’ll be fishing exclusive & private
waters designated for only the Cabin anglers that
have allowed us to manage the amount of fishing
pressure on a given area greatly enhancing the
numbers and quality of Peacock Bass available to
anglers. You will wake up each morning at 5:30
am for breakfast and then leave for the day’s fishing
with an experienced native guide in one of our
custom built 20’ all welded aluminum bass boats,
returning around 5:00 pm for a dip in the river
or a shower, hors d'oeuvres and dinner at 7:00
pm. You can then spend some time enjoying the
sounds of the rainforest and telling stories about
the day’s adventure.
The Cabins: Through the years, Trek has utilized
various methods of accessing the tremendous
fishery known as the Amazon Basin; from
mother ships to land based yachts, but nothing

can match the Floating Cabin experience.
We have taken this a step further by
contracting a new and upgraded Single
Occupancy Camp. Forget the need to
share a small space with your buddy, as
each fisherman will have their own airconditioned cabin complete with queen
bed and personal bath. Each cabin is 12ft
wide by 15ft long complete with queen
bed, a/c, and bathroom with shower, hot
water and storage areas for your clothes and
equipment. We have a large dinning cabin
with a/c where each group will enjoy meals
of fish, pasta, meats and salads. The cabins
will be located on private tributaries offering
exclusive fishing access for guests while taking a
maximum of only six anglers on each date. To top
this off, ALL tackle (rods, reels and lures) will be
included in the trip fee so the saying “show up and
fish” literally applies for this adventure.
The Trip: Upon landing in Manaus, Brazil, you
will be meet by a Trek rep and taken to the Cesar
Business Hotel for the night. The next morning we
will take a private charter to a designated airstrip
and board a fast boat to camp. This afternoon you
will fish followed by either 4 full or 6 full days
fishing. The final morning we will take the boat
back to the airstrip and charter to Manaus to board
your flight back home or check into your day room
at the Cesar departing this evening.
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TRIP FEE: $4,990/angler (4 day’s fishing) $5,990/angler (6 day’s fishing)
50% non-refundable deposit to confirm space
DESCRIPTION: Includes either 4 full OR 6
full days guided fishing (two anglers per boat)
with overnights in single occupancy cabins,
meals, drinks & bar while in camp, all fishing
tackle (rods, reels, lures), transfers to/from camp
via charter flight & speed boat, single occupancy
hotel room in Manaus on arrival day & day
room when departing, transfers associated with
program in Manaus. Not Included is Airfare,
gratuities, fishing tackle, or Brazil Visa.
GROUP SIZE: Minimum of 4 Anglers to run
a date
SEASON: November – February
Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Bolivia - Cano Negro Lodge
00°58’05.11” S . 62°55’41.04” W

Plenty of Peacocks in the Jungle
Bolivia has become one of our top dove hunting destinations and now we have a truly incredible fishing
operation as well in the Caño Negro Lodge. The fishing is phenomenal as you can catch literally 100 peacocks
a day as well as the toothy Payara and numerous other exotic Amazonian species.
The Trip: Although airfare is not included in the
trip fee, most folks originate in Miami with an
overnight American Airlines flight to Santa Cruz,
Bolivia. Upon arrival, you will met and assisted
through customs before being transferred to
the domestic airport for your private three hour
charter flight to the Caño Negro Lodge, arriving in
time for lunch and to get settled in before your first
afternoon of fishing. The following three days will
be full fishing days, returning to the lodge everyday
at noon for lunch and siesta if you wish, before
heading out to fish the remainder of the day. The
last day you will fish till mid morning and return
to Santa Cruz where you will over night in order to
catch your 9:00am non stop flight back to Miami
the following morning.
The Lodge: Caño Negro Lodge is owned and
operated by Roberto Aponte. Jorge Molina, the

owner of Las Palomas Lodge, has now become a
partner in the lodge and brought with him new,
larger generators and air-conditioning as well as his
high standards so now Caño Negro will compete
with any lodge in the Amazon Jungles of South
America. The lodge will only take eight anglers at
a time so space will be very limited as the season is
from August through November. Book your date
early as the fishing should be excellent in this little
piece of heaven in the jungle.
The Fishing: The Amazon and Mata Grosso
rivers originate in the Beni region of Bolivia and
the Itenez River is one of the main head waters
that form these two giant ecosystems. Not only
will you catch lots of ferocious peacocks but
you should also catch the toothy Payara, Pacu,
Oscars, Piranhas and other species that you will
have never heard of before not to mention several

varieties of Amazon catfish! The Caño Negro lodge
is literally translated to “Black Branch” as in the
black branch of the Itenez river. The water has lots
of tannin from the jungle in it, giving it its dark
tea colored appearance. The fishing is excellent
for bait casting, spinning or even fly fishing so
whatever your passion, Caño Negro has you
covered. We will also maintain a good selection of
tackle from rods and reels to terminal tackle such
as spoons and lures but it is always advisable to
try and bring a few of your own if nothing else to
try something different.
TRIP FEE: $3,995 per angler, based on groups
of 4, due to charter flights involved. Trip fee
excludes international airfare, and final nights
accommodations in Santa Cruz, but is to include in country charter flights...4 nights accommodations with meals and bar at Cano Negro
Lodge...3 full and 2 partial days of fishing. All
licenses and permits.
DESCRIPTION: Includes three nights full
board accommodations at the Caño Negro
Lodge, three full and two partial days of fishing
including licenses and permits, roundtrip charter to and from the lodge and you last night at
the Los Tajibos Hotel. A 50% non-refundable
deposit is required to confirm your reservation.
SEASON: August through November. DATES:
Call Trek for current availability.

Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.
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Cuba - Havana Tour
21 06’ 42.80” N 79 20’ 05.34” W

Retrace Hemingway’s Steps...
It has been over 50 years since Americans were able to freely travel to Cuba, well the gates are now open and
people are rushing in to knock the trip off of their bucket list. That’s why Trek has set up a 3-night and 4-night
Havana Tour Only Trip for you!
About Havana: The Caribbean’s largest city of
over two million inhabitants and the capital of
Cuba, Havana offers visitors a chance to see its
evolution laid out in front of them. Havana’s
diverse districts identify distinct eras in the
capital’s evolution. What was once contained
within seventeenth-century city walls now
forms the most captivating section of harbor
side Habana Vieja, the old city, and the capital’s
tourist center. Moving west from Old Havana
is gritty, lively Centro Habana, often bypassed
by visitors on their way to more tourist friendly
parts of town but home to the most striking and
idiosyncratic section of Havana’s oceanfront
promenade, the Malecón. Sharing the Malecón
with Centro Habana is Vedado, heart of the city
borough of Plaza, its attractive, leafy, open plan
neighborhoods blessed with most of the city’s
abundant theatres, cabarets, nightclubs and
cinemas. Havana is a city morphed by 500 years
of African, Spanish, Caribbean and American
colonization and trade making it unique,
distinctive and on the cusp of change. There has
simply never been a better time to visit!
The Touring: Cuba offers a selection of tours
that are designed specifically for those who are
looking to discover the ‘real Cuba’. Guided by
passionate English speaking local guides who
deliver an authentic Cuban tour experience,
providing unrivalled access to Cuba’s lively
culture, rich history and wonderful people. Your tours
will showcase the capital city’s evocative history

and enchanting beauty alongside its colonial
core and enticing street theatre. Each of
these Havana tours has been built on years of
experience and knowledge, by a team of experts
that has developed specialized itinerary’s that
showcase the very best of this evocative capital
city.
The Trip: Your trip will begin with a flight in to
Havana International Airport, from there you
have a VIP transfer to the 5* Hotel Nacional
.Throughout your stay you will get to tour the
“Real Cuba”. You will visit everything from
Cigar farms and factories to Hemingway’s
home. Drive around in Oldsmobile’s on the
notorious Classic Car Tour and enjoy dinner
each night at many of the famous restaurants
Havana has to offer. Select from either a 3-night
or a 4-night stay in Havana.
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TRIP FEE: 3-night Double Occupancy
$1,925, 3-night Single $2,150,
4-night Double Occupancy $2,475,
4-night Single $2,750.
DESCRIPTION: Trip fee includes
accommodations at the Hotel Nacional,
Havana activities, meals, airport transfers,
guides, and touring.
NOT INCLUDED: Airfare, gratuities, and
Alcohol.
AVALIBILITY: Hotel space is extemely
limited in Havana and no guarantee of
availability.
In order to secure all services, a 50% nonrefundable deposit is required.
Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Cuba- Havana and Zapata National Park
22°240N 81°340W

Rum, Cigars and Fish…
lots of Fish!!

The demand for travel to Cuba is exceedingly high with the commencement of commercial flights into
Havana. Only those who book early will be able to get the services they wish. Only a handful of dates
left for the peak season so we urge you to call and book your Cuba trip today!
with lagoons and channels holding large populations
of teeming fish.

Your long awaited chance to travel to Cuba legally
is here and Trek has just the right program to
soak in all that is great about this island. We’ll
see the sights and sounds of Havana and then
fish the scenic and pristine waters of Zapata
National Park.
The Fishing: Zapata National Park is known for
its diverse ecosystem and year-round fishery offering
clients the fishing destination of a lifetime. Anglers
will fish the three principal areas: the salt flats and
bocas at Las Salinas and East San Lazaro, and the
Rio Hatiguanico (Cuba’s Amazon River). Here
flyrodders and spin anglers alike will have the chance
to take tarpon, snook, bonefish and permit as well
as snappers, cudas and jacks. Guides are all local and
very experienced and will be fishing from brand new
16 Micro (solo angler) and 17 Elite Beavertail Skiffs
with 30 and 60 horse motors respectively. You can
expect to see miles and miles of flats interspersed

The Trip: Your trip will begin with your commercial
flight into Havana; Trek will assist with your options
as there are numerous flights now being offered into
Havana from major ports. Once you arrive into
Havana, you will be met just outside Immigrations
by an agent from Take Me Away Travel who will
help collection of your bags and then make the 30
minute drive to the Hotel Nacional in Malecon.
The next day and a half we experience a whirlwind
tour of old car museums, Montecristo cigar factory
and learn how to make rum from the folks at Old
Havana. We will also see some sights of Old Havana
like the La Cabana Fort, Salsa night clubs and just
soaking in the charm of the Cuban people. Our
time in Havana will be followed by three days of
fishing in Zapata National Park, two days on the
flats at Las Salinas and a day of tarpon angling on
the Hatiguanico River from our headquarters at the
refurbished Enridan Lodge on Playa Larga about
two hours south of Havana.
The Accommodations: The Hotel Nacional is a
landmark hotel located near the historic Malecon
extending from the Harbour to Vedado. The hotel
has 457 rooms and suites and is literally a museum
full of treasures. It is well located within walking
distance from many bars and restaurants. At Playa
Larga we have renovated a new section of the Playa
Larga Hotel has been dedicated strictly for our 2017
anglers. The Enridan Lodge has a private entrance
with 24-hour security and a new Angler’s Lounge
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serving cocktails and food. The rooms are located
close to the water and are being updated to include
well-appointed amenities such as new furniture,
air conditioning, ceiling fans, television, a separate
sitting room and large bathroom. Guests can
expect good, casual dining with local farm-to-table
vegetables and fruits as well as locally caught fish,
chicken and criollo pork. All meals are served in
the spacious, air-conditioned dining room centrally
located at the Hotel.
Trip Fee: $3675.00 per person (single angler)…
$3375.00 per person (two to a boat)
Description: Trip fee includes two nights singleroom accommodations at Nacional Hotel
and Havana activities described above, three
nights single room accommodations at Enridan
Lodge with meals, two days guided fishing in
Las Salinas and Lazaro flats, one day guided
fishing at Rio Hatiguanico (two to a boat) and
all transfers to airport, Zapata and Havana
tour activities. In order to secure all services, a
$1600.00 non-refundable deposit is required.
Season- Year round.
Species- Bonefish, tarpon, snook, permit, snapper
and barracudas.
Dates: February 9-14… March 4-9… March
6-11… March 10-15… March 25-30... April
1-6… April 4-9… April 13-18… April 1520… April 17-22… May 6-11… May 25-30

Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Cuba – Avalon Fishing Center
22°240N 81°340W

A Cuban Paradise on the Fly

Trek Safaris continues our relationship with Avalon Fishing Centers now offering a new Cuban destination
the entire family can enjoy. To fish or not to fish no longer has to be a question, do both in Cayo Largo!

Avalon has been the dominant fishing outfitter
in Cuba for 23 years and has by far the most
experienced and successful programs in Cuba.
Since 2008, Avalon has controlled the fishery of
Cayo Largo and in this short time, it has become a
paradise that both fishermen and non-fisherman
can enjoy.
The Fishing: Cayo Laro offers anglers the unique
ability to fish in a completely exclusive marine park,
free of commercial fishermen, nets or any skiffs or
yachts from other companies. Target species are
Permit, Bonefish (large ones), Tarpon, Jack Crevalle,
Barracudas, Mutton Snapper, and Snook. Guides
are excellent and pole you around in comfortable
& stable Dolphin Super Skiffs with 60-70 horse
motors. Peak fishing season is from February to

June, when all species
are present in the area
including Tarpon, bones,
permit and jacks. Based
the experience and great
fishing results in this area,
we continue to protect
this delicate environment
therefor have decided
to designate Cayo
Largo a fly fishing only
destination. Trek will
be launching a shorter
option to include only
4 day’s fishing, so please
inquire about this if
interested in Cayo Largo.
The Trip: This trip starts on a Friday with your
arrival into Havana where you will be meet by an
Avalon representative, transferred to your hotel
and enjoy a night in Havana. The next day you
will depart the hotel early morning and head to
the domestic airport to board a short 30-minute
flight to Cayo Largo. You will be met by an Avalon
representative and taken to Hotel Sol Cayo Largo
and have time to fish the rest of the afternoon
followed by five additional full days of fishing in
Cayo Largo. The last day you will catch a flight back
to Havana and either connect with a flight back to
the US (time permitting) or overnight this evening.
Trek will be happy to arrange an extra day or two in
Havana to explore the city and surrounding areas.
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The Accommodations: The Sol Club Cayo
Largo is a beautiful all-inclusive Resort located
on the southern shore Cayo Largo del Sur. Cayo
Largo is situated in the Canarreos Archipelago, on
the southwestern coast of Cuba and is a beautiful
location with white-sand beaches. The hotel
provides a broad array of services and attractions
including three restaurants, gym, nearby dive school,
spa, large pool and Jacuzzis, and plenty of other
all-inclusive amenities. This truly is a wonderful
location to call home for a week of fishing and fun
in the sun.
Trip Fee: $6,700/angler (low season)… $8,200/
angler (high season)… $9,200/angler (peak
season)… Non-anglers $1,950 (low season)…
$2,900 (high & peak seasons)
50% deposit is required to secure your space
Description: Trip fee includes meet & greet
reception when arriving Havana, 2 night’s
accommodations in Havana (dbl occupancy),
Land and air transfers to/from Havana to Cayo
Largo, 7 nights accommodations at the Hotel Sol
Cayo Largo (double occupancy), 3 meals per day
while in Cayo Largo with full bar at Hotel Sol
Club, 6 day’s fishing with guide (2 per boat).
Season: Year Round
Date: Call Trek for availability
Species: Tarpon, bonefish, permit, snapper,
snook, Jack Crevalles, Cudas.
Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Panama - Paradise Lodge
08°06’11.50” N 82°51’52.40” W

Paradise Found!!!
Heavenly Fishing Now Available.
Whether you are casting to schools of Jacks, trolling live blue runners for Roosters, bottom bumping for giant
Cuberra Snapper and Grouper or trying your luck at one of the numerous drops for giant Yellow Fin Tuna and
monster Marlin, Paradise Lodge is your Panama destination. Call Trek today and book your piece of Paradise.
The Adventure: We have designed a five day, four
night trip with three full days of heart pounding
saltwater action in one of the worlds most prolific
fisheries. Your trip begins upon arrival into Panama
City, where you will be met and be transferred
four-five hours by ground to the Paradise Lodge,
just in time for cold drinks around the pool while
dinner is being prepared. The next 3 days you
will head out early for full days of rod bending
action. On the morning of day five, you will be
transferred back to Panama City in time for your
scheduled international departure. Although this
is the basic itinerary, we can certainly customize it
for those who wish to spend more time in Panama
City to see the cultural and historic sites of this
international city. Most anglers have heard of the
famed Isla Montousa, Isla Ladronnes and Isla
Coiba fisheries and these areas are certainly within

striking distance in our fleet of 27ft Contenders,
but closer to the lodge there are numerous areas,
offering the greatest variety of species; Roosterfish,
Grouper, Snapper and the like, that you will likely
ever encounter.
The Lodge: You will be staying in the air
conditioned comfort of one of the beautiful villas
of the Paradise Lodge. These spacious villas all have
two beds and sitting area. Your villa will be just
steps from the pool, and open air restaurant, bar
and activity pavilion.
The Fishing: The lodge sports boats in the 27ft
range, all fully outfitted with top of the line
equipment for trolling, bait casting and spin
fishing. Your local captain and mate have extensive
regional knowledge and will definitely put you in
the fish. Lodge owner Chad
Marquis has personally
overseen every aspect of the
design and construction of
this little piece of heaven
and is on site to see to your
every need. This is a very
“hands on” operation run
by a serious fisherman, for
fishermen so, whether it is
casting to schools of jacks,
trolling live blue runners for
roosters, bottom bumping
for giant cuberra snapper
and grouper or trying your
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luck at one of the numerous drops for giant yellow
fin tuna and monster marlin, you are sure to enjoy
a week of great fishing action.
TRIP FEE: $2,350 for 4 to the boat, $2,750
for 3 to the boat , $3,550 for 2 to the boat.
Per person based on double occupancy.
DESCRIPTION: Ground transportation
Panama City-Paradise. VIP airport greeting.
Lodge 4 nights accommodations with meal and
bar at lodge 3 full fishing days with lunch, drinks
and tackle on board.
A $1,500 per person, non-refundable deposit will
confirm your spot on this fantastic adventure.
DATES: Call Trek for current availability.

Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Panama - Hooked On Panama
08°06’11.50” N 82°51’52.40” W

This is a True Pelagic Paradise.
Panama has long been considered a fishing hot spot, this past fishing season was a resounding success
and this year is shaping up to be even better. Space tends to fill quickly, so call us today to secure your
spot.
The Trip: We have designed a six day, five night
trip with three full days of saltwater action in one
of the worlds most prolific fisheries. Your trip
begins upon arrival into Panama City where you
will be met and transferred to your hotel for the
evening. The next day you will be transferred to
the domestic airport for your one hour flight to
the town of David where a lodge representative
will meet you and provide trans to the lodge.
The lodge owners Mike & Dan Peavy will be on
hand to greet your arrival and will assist you in
getting settled in before dinner is served. The next
three days you will be up for a 6:30am breakfast
and then head out for full days of rod bending
action. Many anglers have heard of the famed Isla
Montousa, Isla Ladronnes and Isla Coiba fisheries
and these areas are certainly within striking
distance in our fleet of brand new 35ft custom
built Sport fishermen, but closer to the lodge
there are numerous drop off’s and underwater
canyons which have produced healthy numbers
on marlin over the years. The beauty of the lodge
location is their proximity to some very good
inshore fishing for Roosters, Grouper, Snapper
and the like in addition to these Marlin hot spots.
The Lodge: You will be staying in the air
conditioned comfort of one of the 10 beautiful
villas overlooking the lush tropical foliage and
ultimately the Pacific. These spacious studio sized
villas all have two beds, a sitting area as well as a
covered lanai. Your villa will be just steps from
the ocean, the pool and the 3,000 square foot
restaurant, bar and activity pavilion. This main

dining area also has a covered outdoor porch in
the event you elect to relax in the tropical breeze
and take your meals outside.
The Fishing: The lodge sports boats in the 3335ft range, all fully outfitted with top of the
line equipment for trolling, bait casting and
spin fishing. Shimano and Penn reels are on all
boats as well as the latest in communications and
fish finding equipment. Your local captain has
extensive regional knowledge and will definitely
put you in the fish. The lodge owners have

extensive fishing experience with over a dozen
years experience fishing the waters of the Gulf of
Mexico and nearly three decades of marlin fishing
the Hawaiian island chain. As you will see, this
is a very “hands on” operation run by serious
fishermen, for fishermen. The boats will be
moored just a few hundred yards from the shore
on the tranquil waters of the bay in front of the
lodge. You will board an amphibious vehicle on
the beach, which will transport you in comfort
out to your waiting boat for a full day on the
water. Whether it is casting to schools of jacks,
trolling live blue runners for roosters, bottom
bumping for giant cuberra snapper and grouper
or trying your luck at one of the numerous drops
for monster marlin, you are sure to enjoy a week
of great fishing action.
TRIP FEE: $3,460 for 4 to the boat, $3,925 for
3 to the boat, $4,495 for 2 to the boat. Per person
based on double occupancy.
DESCRIPTION: Excludes international airfare,
but does include overnight accommodations
in Panama City, round trip commercial
airfare Panama City- David, round trip
ground transportation David- lodge, 4 nights
accommodations with meals and bar at the
lodge, 3 full fishing days with lunch, drinks and
conventional tackle on board, transfers.
A $1,500 per person, non-refundable deposit will
confirm your spot on this fantastic adventure.
DATE: Call Trek for current availability.
Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.
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Guatemala - Pacific Fins Resort & Marina
13 55’42.44 N . 90 44’49.12 W

A Place Where Records Are Set.
Join Trek February through March for some of the most awesome Sail fishing in the world. Looking to land a monster
over 130 pounds? Wanting to raise over 30 per boat? Then this is your place!!! The beauty of this destination plus
the remarkable fishing and lodging infrastructure, make Pacific Fins Resort & Marina a can’t miss opportunity.
This was an outstanding trip.
The fishing, lodging, food and
service was exceptional.
We caught and released 34
sailfish the first day, some over
150 lbs. We caught and put in
the frying pay yellow fin tuna
and El Dorado. We did not hook
a Marlin, but the other boat
did. All an all a very good trip. I
would recommend it.
Jim Elroy
Yo u r t r i p b e g i n s u p o n a r r i va l i n t o
Guatemala City. After clearing customs and
immigrations you will be met and transferred
by air conditioned van 90 minutes to the
Pacific Fins Resort, the remainder of today at
leisure. The following three days will be full
fishing days with lunch, drinks and tackle
on board. The morning of the final day,
you will get packed up and be transferred
back to Guatemala City and your scheduled
international departure. Other times of the
season you will be transferred to the nearby
marina to board your charter.
The Fishing: The waters off the southern Pacific
coast of Guatemala are considered the premier
fishing grounds for Pacific sails. These acrobatic

fighters normally run
in the 90-110 pound
range, but do not be
surprised if you hook
into couple over 130
pounds. During peak
season, daily sailfish
raises can easily top 30
per boat. Although the
primary game here is
sailfish, you will also
encounter large schools
of dorado and a pretty
good mix of tuna, the
smaller skip jack as well
as the big yellow fin.
Although not here in big numbers, marlin do
show up on occasion, with Trek anglers in the
past reporting blues up to 700 pounds! The
boats we will use will be in the 31-32 foot
range with upgrades to larger boats in the 3640 foot range an option. Although the runs to
the fishing grounds are generally short, sailfish
tend to move around and your captain will go
wherever the fish are to be found.
The Accommodation: The Pacific Fins Resort,
situated on an estuary, is made up of four 2
bedroom villas. Lodge owners are excellent hosts
and will do everything in their control to make
sure you want for nothing. The beauty of this
lodge location is that your marina is just steps
away as for most of the season, our fleet is docked
right at the resort.
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TRIP FEE for: $3,295 per person for 4 anglers
to the boat and villa; $3,995 per person for 3 to
the boat and villa and $4,425 per person for 2
anglers to the boat and villa. DESCRIPTION:
Ground transfer Guatemala City-Pacific Fins
Resort, 4 nights’ accommodations with meals at
the resort, 3 full fishing days with lunch, drinks
and tackle on board, overnight in Guatemala
City, fishing transfers.
A 50% non-refundable deposit is required to
confirm your reservation.
GAME: Sailfish, Dorado, Tuna and Marlin.
DATES: Please call for availability.

Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Guatemala - Casa Vieja
13’55’39.72” N - 90’48’29.72”W

One Incredible
Offshore Destination.
Join Trek December through April in Guatemala for the finest Sailfish, Dorado, Tuna and Marlin fishing
on this or any other planet. Daily raises of 20 sails a day, or more, are common. Don’t miss out, call Trek
today and Book your Guatemala fishing vacation!!!
around 4:30pm, you will
have time to relax around
the pool while dinner is
being prepared. After
breakfast on your last
morning, you will pack
up and be transferred
back to Guatemala City
and the airport for your
scheduled international
departure.

The Trip: Upon arrival into Guatemala City,
you will be met by a lodge representative and be
driven 90 minutes to Puerto San Jose and the
Casa Vieja Lodge. The next three mornings you
will be up at 6:00am for breakfast before taking
the 5 minute drive to the Marina Pez Vela to
board your boat for a full day of salt water action.
All conventional and Fly fishing equipment is
available for your use with saltwater flies for sale
at a nominal rate. When you get back to the lodge

The Accommodations:
We will be staying
at the Casa Vieja
Lodge, formerly the
private retreat of one
of Guatemala’s most
prominent sporting
families. The manicured
grounds surrounding
this 20 bedroom lodge
make it a place of true
relaxation. We will be using boats in the 37ft39ft range with upgrades to 43ft boats available.
The Fishing: Although sailfish are your main
target, you may also get shots at dorado, tuna and
the occasional marlin. The best bite in Guatemala
is generally within an hour of the marina. So,
short runs in calm seas and tons of sailfish, what’s’
not to like? Throw in a deluxe lodge with delicious
meals and that is about as good as it gets.
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TRIP FEE: $2,925 per person, for 4 to the boat;
$3,595 per person, for 3 to the boat or $4,395
per person for 2 to the boat. We will be using
boats in the 37ft-39ft range with upgrades to
43ft boats available.
DESCRIPTION: Ground transfer Guatemala
City-lodge, 4 nights’ accommodations with meals
at the lodge, 3 full fishing days with lunch,
drinks, tackle on board, and all transfers. A
50% non-refundable deposit is required to
confirm your reservation.
GAME: Sailfish, Dorado, Tuna and Marlin.
DATES: Call Trek for current availability.

Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Costa Rica - Zancudo Lodge
08°32’24.80” N - 83°08’47.18” W

70 I.G.F.A Records
and Counting….
We are going to go on record and say this is the place to find them. You see, Zancudo Lodge has 70 World Records
and the next one has your name on it. How do you feel about reeling in Sails and Marlin until your arm hurts?
At Zancudo you will encounter volumes and sizes never experienced before, so contact Trek today!!!
The Adventure: We have designed a five day,
four night trip with three full days of fishing.
The first day you will arrive into the capital city
of San Jose, be met by a lodge representative and
be taken to the Hotel Cariari. The following
morning you will be met in the lobby and
be taken to the airport for your 6:00 A.M.
commercial flight to Golfito where lodge staff
will transfer you by boat on to the lodge where
you will stow your gear, have a quick breakfast
and then set out for a full day of fishing. The
next two days will be full fishing days. On the
morning of your fifth day, you will take an
early flight back to San Jose to connect with
your flight home.

conventional fishing gear and now he has even
added 14wt fly fishing gear to the inventory.

The Fishing: The The numerous species in
this region is the prime reason that the lodge
is currently home to more than 70 world
records. You will be fishing from 28 foot center
console boats powered by twin Suzuki 4-stroke
outboard motors. Once you depart the dock
each morning, you will make a short run to the
numerous schools of blue runners and sardines
which we will be using for bait. You may spend
the first day out in the blue water fishing for sails
and marlin and then troll the coastlines the next
day for dorado and roosterfish or possibly cast
to the large schools of jack crevalle. The next
day you may be bottom bumping for grouper or
cuberra snapper. You are likely to also encounter
yellow fin tuna, wahoo, amberjack and triple
tail. Zancudo Lodge has always provided

We had a fabulous trip. I loved
Zancudo Lodge, it was a step
up from all other Costa Rican
Lodges. They have invested a ton
in the property and the service
was awesome. Goldine and Gregg
were gracious hosts and the fishing
was great too. I landed a lot of fish
including my biggest Sail ever at
over 10 feet!

Zacundo Lodge: Is situated in a lush jungle
setting as beautiful as any you will find in
Costa Rica. Facing an estuary with the beautiful
Golfo Dulce out the back door, this lodge offers
terrific scenery in every direction. The lodge
has 15 rooms and suites, each with it’s own
private bath, ceiling fan and air conditioning.
The lodge boasts a swimming pool and Jacuzzi
for your relaxation and enjoyment. The lodge
has an open bar policy and a great staff to make
sure your stay is a pleasurable one.

All in all it was a wonderful trip
and I’d do it again in a heartbeat.

TRIP FEE: $3,495 per person based on double
occupancy.
DESCRIPTION: Overnight accommodations in
San Jose at the Hotel Cariari, 3 full fishing days,
three nights’ accommodations at Zancudo Lodge
with meals and open bar at the lodge and transfers.
A $1,000 per person, non-refundable deposit is
required to confirm your reservation. SEASON:
Dec-May.
GAME: Sailfish, Marlin, Dorado, Roosterfish, Jack
Crevalle, Cubera Snapper, Grouper, Yellow-fin
Tuna, Wahoo, Amber Jack and Triple Tail.

Craig
Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.
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Costa Rica - Crocodile Bay Lodge
08’06’11.50”N - 83’17’54.67” W

This is One Croc...
That’s Not a Crock!!

￼ The time has come to get out of the cold and enjoy a great fishing vacation in Costa Rica. Allow Trek to organize
a luxurious yet affordable Angling extravaganza at Crocodile Bay Lodge. Deluxe accommodations, first-rate boats
and unbelievable Sail Fishing is what’s in store if you pick up the phone and call us today. What are you waiting for?
The Adventure: We have designed a five day
and four night trip with three full days of
fishing in this anglers paradise. Your trip begins
upon arrival into San Jose, Costa Rica where
you will be met by a lodge representative and
be transferred to the Hotel Cariari. The next
morning you will be met and be transferred
to the airport for your 6:00am flight to the
coastal town of Puerto Jimenez and transfer to
the lodge. You will have time to stow your gear
and have breakfast before heading out for a full
day of saltwater action. When you return to
the lodge in the afternoon, you will have time
to relax around the pool with a cool drink and
appetizers while dinner is being prepared. The
next two days are full fishing days with overnights
at the lodge. After breakfast on the morning of
the last day, you will be taken to the airport for
your commercial flight to San Jose to connect
with your international departure.

￼ Spanish mackerel and even the speedy wahoo.
Upgrades to a 33 foot Striker available. On the
final day, you will be taken to the airport for
your commercial flight to San Jose to connect
with your international departure.
The Lodge: The spacious rooms at Crocodile Bay
are all air conditioned and have all the amenities.
The lodge offers dining either on the patio
surrounding their beautiful pool and Jacuzzi, or
in their generous air conditioned dining room.
After dinner you can relax around the pool,
or in their well appointed bar. This is a deluxe
operation all the way. This is the perfect spot
for the non-angler as well as the Osa Peninsula
area where the lodge is situated is one of the
most exotic areas of the world with the greatest
concentration of plant and wildlife to be found
anywhere and Eco tours are readily available.

The Fishing: This area of Costa
Rica has, without a doubt, the
greatest diversity of species of
fish to be found in the entire
country. You will fish 24 foot
center consoles, perfect for fishing
the shorelines for roosterfish,
grouper and giant cuberra snapper.
As the runs offshore are generally
short and the waters are normally
calm, these center consoles are also
very comfortable for fishing for
sails, marlin, tuna, dorado

TRIP FEE: $2,795 per person based on double
occupancy.
DESCRIPTION: Overnight accommodations in
San Jose at the Hotel Cariari, 3 full fishing days,
three nights’ accommodations, meals and transfers.
A 50% non-refundable deposit is required to
confirm your reservation.
SEASON: Dec - May.
GAME: Sailfish, Marlin, Dorado, Roosterfish,
Jack Crevalle, Cuberra Snapper, Grouper, Yellowfin Tuna, Wahoo, Amber Jack and Triple Tail.
DATES: Call Trek for current availability.

Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.
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Rio Parismina
10°18’06.16” N.
83°21’07.33” W

Costa Rica - Caribbean Coast

Silver King
10°46’08.75”N
83°35’20.98” W

Battle Monster
Tarpon in a
Jungle Setting.
Triple digit Tarpon are waiting at either of our two locations to test your strength and endurance. Whether you choose
Silver King or Rio Parismina, you’ll have such a good time that you won’t be able to wipe that smile off your face. As the
fall season winds down everyone is looking towards the hot fishing coming this Spring. Call Trek today to secure your spots.

Silver King Lodge
The Trip: You will be met by a Silver King
representative upon arrival into San Jose, Costa
Rica and be transferred to the Hotel Cariari for the
evening. The next morning, you will be transferred
to the airport for a 6:00am commercial flight to
Barra Del Colorado and the Silver King Lodge.
You will stow your gear, have a quick breakfast, and
then head out to fish
The Fishing: The tarpon fishing is done aboard
23 foot deep V hulled boats just outside the
mouth of the mighty Rio Colorado. If back
water, light tackle fishing is to your taste, you
can try your hand at the Guapote and Mojarra
found in these waters.

with plenty for everyone.

Accommodations:
The Silver King
Lodge he Silver
King Lodge offers
spacious airconditioned cabins
with ceiling fans and
private baths. Recent
additions of a Jacuzzi,
swimming pool,
sauna, masseuse and
flat screen televisions
with satellite in all
rooms, are really the
crowning touches
on this deluxe lodge.
All your meals are
served family style

Rio Parismina Lodge
The Trip: The adventure begins upon arrival into
San Jose, Costa Rica, where you will be met by
a lodge representative and be transferred to the
Hotel Cariari for the evening.
The Fishing: The next morning you will be
flown out to Rio Parismina where lodge manager
Fernando Gonzales will meet you and get you
settled in. After breakfast and a quick run down
of the program, you will get geared up and head
right out to fish. You will return for lunch and a
siesta in the mid day and then will head back out
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around 2:00pm to fish until dusk. You will then
have time to relax around the pool with appetizers
and cool drinks while dinner is being prepared.
The Itinerary: The next two days will be full
fishing days with a 5:00 am knock on your door
and a tray left outside with juice and coffee.
Breakfast is at 5:30 am then you are off to fish.
First thing in the morning you will catch live bait
,which is a slam dunk for these hungry tarpon.
Once you get into the ocean, you will have nearby
river mouths to fish for the majestic silver king.
Just hook on bait, free spool it out a hundred yards,
and hold on for the fight of your life!

TRIP FEE: Silver King Lodge: $2,995. Rio
Parismina Lodge: $2,495. Per person based on
double occupancy.
DESCRIPTION: 3 full days of guided fishing,
3 nights’ accommodations with meals and
transfers. 1 night accommodations in San Jose.
A $1,000 per person, non-refundable deposit is
required to confirm your reservation.
SEASON: Spring & Fall.
DATES: Please call for availability as the spring
dates fill quickly.

Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Costa Rica - Quepos
09°25’29.12” N 84°10’17.13” W

It’s Time to Get Serious
About Your
Deep Sea Fishing

With prime bill fishing season upon us, join Trek in Quepos, Costa Rica and start investing your time wisely.
If you dream of landing giant sails, while also reeling in Roosterfish, Tuna and Dolphin, this Central Pacific
Coast destination is the ticket.
The Trip: We have designed a five-day, fournight adventure with three full days of bill
fishing. The trip will begin with your arrival
into San Jose, C.R. Upon arrival and clearing
customs and immigrations, you will be met by
Flamingo Bay Charters, our ground agents in
San Jose. You will be transferred to the Hotel
Cariari for the evening.
The Itinerary: The next morning, you will
be met at the Cariari and transferred to the
airport for your 20 minute flight to the coastal
city of Quepos where you will be met by our
representative and taken to your hotel to put
away your gear and prepare for a full fishing day.
The next two days will be full fishing days. Your

Kevin,
Just wanted to drop you a note and
tell you that we had a great time. The
Condo was great, the boat and crew
were first class, and your staff went
above and beyond to make sure that
we were taken care of. Lauren said
it ‘exceeded her expectations”, which
I had never heard her say. If you ever
need a reference for the trip, I would
be happy to provide it.
Thanks,

Mark

guide will greet you at your hotel each morning
to provide your transportation to the municipal
dock where you will board your boats. The last
morning, you’ll be met and transferred to the
airport for your flight to San Jose to connect
with your international departure. If your
international flight schedules allows, you might
have the option to fly directly to Quepos on day
one of the trip.
The Accommodations: Trek can set you up in
one of several first class properties in Quepos.
The preferred properties are the Tulemar, La
Mansion, El Parador and the Si Como No.
These properties are all located on bluffs
overlooking the beautiful Pacific. All of these
hotels are first class with all the amenities
you could want. These accommodations offer
breakfast each morning before you head out to
fish. Although evening meals are not included,
these properties all have very nice restaurants.
If you would like to see more of the area, we
suggest taking the 10-minute taxi ride into town
where you will have a great variety of restaurants
from which to choose.
The Fishing: During the winter months, large
pods of sails cruise these waters just off the coast.
Sails however are not the only game in town,
you will also be afforded an excellent shot at
roosterfish, tuna and dolphin. We will be fishing
boats in the 31ft range, all with experienced
captains with considerable local knowledge.
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These boats have all the latest in technology
and first class equipment.

TRIP FEE: $2,495 per person based on 4 to the
boat, $3,175 per person, based on 3 to the boat
and $3,695 per person, based on 2 to the boat.
DESCRIPTION: 1 night accommodations in
SJO, three night accommodations in Quepos,
three full fishing days and transfers.
A $1,000 per person, non-refundable deposit is
required to confirm your reservation.
GROUP SIZE: No limits.
SEASON: December - May.
GAME: Sailfish, Roosterfish, Tuna, Marlin
and Dolphin.
DATES: Call Trek for current availability.

Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Belize - Ambergris Caye
17°54’20.77” N . 87°58’26.77” W

Resort living While Chasing the Grand Slam.
Spring and summer months usher in the Tarpon migration through the gin clear waters of Belize.
Come discover beautiful beachfront accommodations, delicious meals, great fishing and world
class diving at this dream resort.
The Trip: Ambergris is a 25 mile long and
slender island, located just off the coast of
Belize, it also happens to be the perfect place
for a Caribbean vacation. The Barrier reef is just
a mile or so from the island and is a haven for
divers and snorkelers alike.
The Itinerary: Your adventure starts with a
nonstop flight from Miami to Belize City. After
clearing customs and immigrations you will take
a short twin engine flight to the town of San
Pedro on the island of Ambergris Caye. You will
be met there by an agent of the Banyan Bay and
transferred to the resort to unpack and to just
relax. San Pedro Town is a very casual place with

neat little seaside restaurants that
encourages you to take off your shoes and relax.
No coats, ties, or fancy clothes required.
The Fishing: On this trip you will fish the
flats for bones and permit, cruise the channels
for rolling tarpon, and have leisure days when
you can schedule to dive or snorkel the Barrier
Reef. You will also find yourself basking in the
sun and just relaxing in the casual atmosphere.
This first night is for getting acquainted with
the surroundings and relaxing on the beach.
The next three days are slated for flats and
reef fishing with world class guides. You will
have great shots for bonefish in the 2-6 pound
range as well as
realistic chances
small permit
and medium size
tarpon near the
flats or close to the
mainland. Boats
are 20 foot pangas
with 55 horse
motors. Both fly
and light tackle
anglers flock to
Belize each year for
the close proximity
to fish, great
accommodations
and the cool town
of San Pedro.
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TRIP FEE: $1,750.00 per person based on
double occupancy.
DESCRIPTION: Four nights accommodations
(pool view room) with breakfast and lunch at
Banyan Bay, guide services and use of boats, rods
and reels, terminal tackle and live bait, transfers,
and in country airfare.
A $1,000 per person, non-refundable deposit will
confirm your spot on this fantastic adventure.
DATES: Call Trek for current availability.
Although airfare is not included , Our travel
professionals will be happy to assist with flights.

Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Mexico - Grand Slam Lodge
19 48’34.45” N 87 23’38.13” W

Knock it out of the
park at GSL…
Paradise found!!

If you find yourself looking for a deluxe property offering great flats fishing this year, we have got just the place
and it is aptly called Grand Slam Lodge. Here you have the opportunity to take snook, tarpon, bonefish and
giant permit right out the front door along Mexico’s Mayan Riviera. Fantastic trip for a great price.
slam of light tackle angling in a single day. The two
best assets of GSL are that you can take fish on fly
rod or spinning rod and there is always a lee side.

The owners of the Karisma Hotel Group, who
include in their portfolio some of the most deluxe
resorts in the Yucatan, decided to open a five star
fly fishing lodge and have recruited Trek to get the
word out. We of course have done our homework
and give it our seal of approval and we think you
will too.
The Trip: The nice thing about Grand Slam is that
you can arrive any day of the week and stay as short
as three nights or as long as seven. You need only to
arrange your flight into Cancun where you will be
met to make the two-hour ground, and one-hour
boat transfer south along the coast to the lodge. The
last hour is a beautiful cruise through Sian Ka’an
Biosphere Reserve that ends at Grand Slam. Each

morning your local guide will be equipped and ready
to go by 8:00AM and back in time for a shower and
a wonderful dinner. The last day of your trip will be
transferred back to Cancun to make your flight home.
The Fishing: GSL general manager Miguel Encalada
has put together a team of guides that fits his criteria
for showing guests not only some great fishing but a
good time as well. Using brand new 20-23 foot Panga
skiffs they set out each day in the fabled Ascension
Bay and beyond in search of some of the most heart
stopping salt species on the planet. Small tarpon
cruise the small canals, teeming bonefish feed with
their tails glistening on the numerous flats, snook lay
in the shadows of mangroves and giant permit roam
in between. It is not uncommon to land this grand
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Accommodations: Grand Slam offers six villas
beachfront villas with balconies and incredible
views, and rooms with king size beds, 42 inch flat
screen TV’s with satellite, I-pod docking station and
beautifully designed Caribbean style furnishings. The
lodge also features amenities like a large swimming
pool, fly tying station and separate lounge with
swinging chairs and an on-site restaurant. The cuisine
of course will include fresh seafood and traditional
local fare as well as a variety of internationally
acclaimed dishes. Grand Slam is the perfect venue
to take your non-angling spouse or companion
offering activities like snorkeling, kayaking, and
touring Mayan ruins. And oh did we mention the
great margaritas?
Trip Fee - $2295.00 per person (March-June)..
$2095.00 per person (July-February)
Description- Trip fees based on double occupancy
and include four nights accommodations
with meals, three days guided fishing, and
airport transfers. $1000.00 non-refundable
deposit required to confirm your reservation.
Maximum capacity is 20 anglers.
Season- Year round
Game- Snook, tarpon, bonefish and permit.
Dates- Call for availability.
Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Lake El Salto - Angler’s Inn
24°08’03.42” N . 106°44’0.46” W

A Big Bass Paradise.
￼ Trek Safaris and Bill Chapman Jr. have once again joined forces to guide you to the biggest largemouth bass
of your life. With a ten-month season on Lake El Salto, we can literally get you hooked up almost year round!
Trek and Angler’s Inn at El
Salto are happy to welcome
you to the premier bass fishery in the world. More than
20 years ago the Floridastrain largemouth were introduced into this beautiful
body of water and to say they
have flourished would be an
understatement..
The Trip: Your trip begins upon
landing in the city of Mazatlan
where a driver from Angler’s Inn
lodge will transport your group
in a comfortable van, loaded with
cold drinks, to the lodge only 1.5
hours away. The city of Mazatlan
itself is a top tourist destination
for travelers seeking beautiful beaches in a relaxed
setting. Most airline arrivals come from a connection
through Mexico City, which is easily reached from
most major U.S. cities.
The Accommodations: Angler’s Inn Lodge sits just
steps away from Lake El Salto and is unlike anything
you would imagine in the Mexican Sierra Madres.
The lodge amenities include air conditioned rooms
with private baths, daily laundry service, satellite
TV, and internet service for those who like to stay
connected. This lodge was constructed with not only
anglers in mind but their children and spouses as
well. From husband and wives to corporate groups
Angler’s Inn delivers.

“Lake El Salto is the best trophy lake
in the world... period! You won’t find
a better place to catch a ten-pound
plus largemouth anywhere. Add a
beautiful hacienda-style lodge, a friendly,
professional staff, comfortable rooms and
you’ve discovered Anglers Inn.
First-class fishing, first-class food, firstclass service.
Thanks,
Bruce H.

The Fishing: A typical day on the water at El Salto
is an eight hour fishing day with lunch and siesta at
the lodge. Whether you like to throw crank baits or
flip a jig in wooded cover, your guide will put you on
the fish, period. Most anglers use this trip to El Salto
to try a new technique that is not typically used on
their home lake. You will be fishing from Tracker
boats with Yamaha outboards, providing the right
mix of stealth and speed to optimize your fishing
experience. For those anglers who do not want to
travel with rods the lodge does have tackle to rent
as well as a tackle shop for anything you may need.

TRIP FEE: $1,965.00 per person based on
double occupancy.
DESCRIPTION: Includes Deluxe lakeside
lodge (double occupancy), four night with three
and a half (if your international flight schedule
allows) days of guided fishing, all meals at lodge,
open bar (national drinks), soft drinks, , ground
transportation to and from lodge.
Not Included: Airfare, gratuities for guide and
staff, taxis, meals and drinks if you choose to see
Mazatlan, reels, fishing tackle and any items of
a personal nature.
A 50% non-refundable deposit is required to
confirm your reservation.
SEASON: October-July
GAME: Largemouth Bass
Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.
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Abaco Lodge
26° 33’32.05” N
77° 08’07.51” W

Bahamas - Abaco & Bair´s

Bair’s Lodge
23°57’50” N
77°31’33” W

Bahamas is Still The Spot for Big Bones.
￼ Abaco Lodge and Bairs Lodge offer the best flats fishing, superior equipment, finest accommodations and
gourmet food so why consider anywhere else. Excellent dates available on Abaco and Andros Island, the two
best fishing islands in the Bahamas. Charter and commercial flights available.
ABACO LODGE
The Trip: To reach Abaco Lodge you need only to
arrive at Marsh Harbour Airport where in minutes
you will be whisked to the lodge. Call the Trek
office for assistance in arranging your flights into
the Abacos.
The Accommodations: Abaco Lodge will house
eight anglers in single room, air conditioned suites

located on the Marls side of the Abacos between
Marsh Harbour and Treasure Cay. Amenities include
a well stocked bar, dining room, swimming pool and
incredible views of the setting sun.
The Fishing: Using Dolphin Skiffs and 4-stroke
technology, the best guides on the island will rotate
your visits to include the short runs to the Marls
that hold undetermined schools of bones from 2-6
pounds and pairs of fish to double digits. And cruise
or trailer boats to the outer cays on the ocean
and bay sides. The idea in the Marls is to be well
positioned especially on the outgoing tides when
the fish come out of the mangrove and into small
creeks that become a bonefish highway. Some
larger pairs of fish can be seen and stalked by
either poling the flats and creeks or by wading. In
addition to bonefish you will also have chances at
permit and small tarpon.

BAIR´S LODGE
The Trip: The lodge is located right on the
beach on the east side of Andros just south of
Congo Town.
The Accommodations: Anyone who has fished
South Andros the last 15 years or so has heard of
Bair’s Lodge. Originally owned and operated by
Stanley and Andy Bair, they took a beautiful small
cottage on the ocean and turned it into one of the
most popular bone fishing lodges in the Bahamas.
The Bair’s sold their little operation back in 2003
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to an Argentine company which operates some of
the very best fly fishing lodges in the world, today as
always, Bair’s Lodge is tops for Bone fishing.
The Fishing: Bair’s is taking a maximum of 12
anglers recognizing the vast potential of the South
Andros fishery. Places like Deep Creek, Little Creek
and Curly Cays are well known to the stable of great
guides at Bair’s. The best thing about Bair’s is that
you always have a place to fish, because you can run
in the creeks in bad weather or cruise south to stupid
fish on calm days. Bair’s has recently purchased new
18 foot Dolphin Skiff with new Mercury Motors
that will allow anglers to reach their favorite flats
quicker.
TRIP FEE: Bair’s Lodge $ 3,895 per person
(March-June) and $ 3,450 per person for
(October-March). Abaco’s $ 3,895 per person
for (March-June) and $ 3,450 per person for
(October -March).
Prices exclude VAT (Value added Taxes).
DESCRIPTION: Includes all room, meals,
fishing, alcohol, and airport transfers.
A 50% non-refundable deposit is required to
confirm your reservation.
SEASON: March - June and October - March.
GAME: Permit, Bonefish and Tarpon.
DATES: Call Trek for current availability.

Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Canada

50°18’42.49” S 95°11’44.68” W

Can You Handle Big
Northern Pike in the
Canadian Wilderness?

Canada brings you three outstanding lodges: Pine Island, North Seal River and, Budd’s Gunisao Lake Lodge
but it’s the fishing that grabs your attention and for many catching trophy Northern Pike and Walleye are
just the sort of confirmation you needed that you are in a special place. Call Trek today for your June-JulyAugust vacation getaway!!
North Seal River Lodge: In Canada at about 58°N
and 99°W is a fishing lodge called North Seal River.
It’s owned and operated by the Gangler family, who
have been doing this sort of thing for more than 20
years. What they do is offer a deluxe facility with
over 7,200 square miles of fishing territory for some
of the world’s best Pike, Grayling, Walleye and Lake
trout angling. The NSRL accommodates 24 guests
only in beautiful wood cabins that allows you the
privacy and comfort you would expect and also a
view of the wild northern Manitoba country. Here
you will see pine and birch forests exploding in the
warmth of summer and provides cover for the bears,
moose, wolves and home to the eagle and osprey.
But it’s the fishing that grabs your attention and
for many catching trophy Northern Pike and the
other mentioned fresh water fish are just the sort of
confirmation you needed that you are in a special

place. The North Seal River System was born of
glaciers and formed 12 waterways and over 100
lakes. You will have the opportunity to fly out to
some real virgin areas on Gangler’s DeHavilland
Otter or Beaver for an extremely reasonable day
of adventure. Getting to NSRL is easy, after an
overnight in Winnipeg you are flown straight to the
lodge the next day on their private charter flight.
Budd’s Gunisao Lake Lodge: There is no question
that Gunisao Lake in the Province of Manitoba, is
the best trophy walleye fishery in the world. With
over miles of water, and many shallow water bays,
Gunisao has the perfect habitat for Walleye. Getting
to Budd’s is easy, you will need to arrange your
airfare into Winnipeg where you will be met and
taken to your hotel for the first night. The next day
we take an early morning charter flight directly to
Budd’s where you’ll be shuttled to the lodge.
After a hearty breakfast, it’s off to fish a full
day. The next two days are full fishing days
and then depart the same way we arrived.
All told this is a five day and four night trip
with three fishing days (4 and 7 fishing day
trip also available). Along with the monster
Walleye, prepare to battle some huge pike.
But make no mistake, most anglers come
here for the walleye and June-August is best.
The lodge accommodates 33 guests and is a
mix of tastefully decorated cabins spread out
amongst the property that will hold anywhere
from a couple to a family of six.

Pine Island Lodge: This has been a Trek mainstay
for over ten years now and we are pleased to
represent them once again for 2010. Owner’s
Brian and Barbara Burgess have continued a long
family tradition of hosting anglers from around
the world. This is an easy trip for everyone who
wishes to take Smallmouth Bass, Pike, and Walleye
in a relaxed atmosphere for four full days along
the beautiful Winnipeg River. Pine Island has
wonderful fishing right at its doorstep but also some
excellent opportunities to fish incredible numbers
at Crowduck Lake (via portage) or George Lake for
Smallmouth (via flyout). Your accommodations are
duplex cabins with each having a nice view of the
river.
AllFEE:
trips Pine
start Island:
on arrival
to Winnipeg.
TRIP
$2,815
per person for
the 4 night trip with 3 fishing days. Special:
Father/Son or Daughter: Dad at normal rate
and son or daughter at only $900.
North Seal River: $4,495 per person for 4
fishing days.
Budd’s Gunisao Lake Lodge: $ 2,600.00 (plus
GST tax) per person, for 3 days fishing, based on
double occupancy. Special: Father & Son in July:
Father pays full fare and son/daughter under 16
years pays $ 1895.00. DESCRIPTION: Pine
Island: Includes all room, meals, fishing and
transfers. North Seal River: Includes fishing,
meals and charter flight. Budd’s: Includes air
charter, three days fishing with room, meals
and all transfers.
A $1,200 non-refundable deposit is required.

Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.
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Oregon

44° 55’.0.08” N . 120° 28”15.90” W

This is One Dynamic Float Trip.
Join us at the John Day River for the highest volume Smallmouth Bass fishing around. Don’t miss out on the
chance to experience one of Trek’s very best Bass destinations while floating 3-5 days down one of Oregon’s
most beautiful rivers. June is a great time to fish the John Day and dates fill fast, so call us today and reserve
your spot.
The Trip: Are Are you looking for a unique fishing experience? In the 30 years since Smallmouth
Bass were introduced to the John Day River, they
have literally taken over 106 miles of the river.
Many days will find you catching and releasing
50+ bass per day. These range from 3/4 to nearly
six pounds. Depending on your
choice you will be
fishing from three
to five days. Your
John Day River
Wilderness Adventure begins when
an
Arrowhead
River Adventure
agent meets you
at the Redmond/
Bend, Oregon Airport and transfers
you to either Redmond or Prineville
for the overnight.
You and your
guide will be on
the water by 7a.m. the next day, two guests per
boat maximum and catching 30-50 smallmouth
bass per day, depending on your casting skills.
The Fishing: You will drift 35-60 miles of a magnificently secluded river filled with Smallmouth
Bass. This is an excellent trip for introducing beginning anglers to smallmouth bass fishing, due

to the non stop action. The John Day River offers
excellent top water fishing. Our guides are very
knowledgeable, with years of boating and fishing experience. Their boating skills will insure
your safety and their fishing skills will take you
to the secret spots so you can catch the big ones!

Rafts are the boats of choice, placing you high
off the water for easier and more precise casting.
The Accommodations: For three or more days
you will make your way down the river fishing
the many different holes along the way. You will
be camping under star-lit skies each night in comfortable tents. All camping gear is provided except
for sleeping bags. Four man tents are used, two
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guests per tent so that you will have plenty of
room. You will sleep like a baby on durable selfinflating mattresses. Solar showers are provided
for a relaxing warm shower at the end of the day.
Evening meals are prepared by the camp cook
while you hike or just sit and enjoy the scenery.
Bacon-wrapped filets, Dutch-oven lasagna, BBQ
country style ribs, raspberry hazelnut meringue
will give you the energy to fight those 30-50
bass you will be catching on a daily basis. You
will have a bass fry as an added treat one night.
You will be served three meals a day plus snacks.
On the last day you will be transported back to
Redmond/ Bend, Oregon for your flight home.
TRIP FEE: $1,795, $1,895 and $2,095 for 3,
4 or 5 fishing days, per person based on double
occupancy.
DESCRIPTION: Includes transportation to
and from the Redmond/Bend Airport, meals
camping gear, tents, mattresses, solar showers,
etc., comfortable rafts with custom frames and
bass seats to fish from.
A $1,000 non-refundable deposit is required to
confirm your reservation. SEASON: Late spring
into summer.
GAME: Smallmouth Bass.
DATES: Call Trek for current availability.

Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Alaska

59°36’32.84” N 154°51’09.00” W

No bucket list is complete without a
visit to Alaska…

Alaska is truly “the last frontier” and in this issue we are featuring three of our favorites lodges, Rainbow
River, Kulik River, and Iliamna River. Each of these lodges has earned a measure of respect from Trek and its
many repeat guests. Whether you wish to wade, float, or fly out everyone will catch plenty of salmon, trout,
grayling and char… if the bears will let you!
Rainbow River Lodge: The success of any fishing
operation relies on three key factors; location,
location and location. Of course, you must
have a great staff and incredible surroundings to
compliment your GPS coordinates and Rainbow
Bay has that and more. Owner/operator Chad
Hewitt has developed what was once a good lodge
into a great facility that utilizes one of the best assets
in Alaska, the infamous Copper River. Anglers the
world over have come to the Copper to taste the
honey that is one fantastic battle after another for
rainbow trout in the 30 inch range and it’s a Tiger
Woods drive and edge away from your cabin door.
Not only will you experience tremendous fishing
on the Copper, but also you will be flown to the
area’s best trout and salmon waters within reach of
their DeHavilland Beaver float planes. The lodge
has beautiful new outside cabins with wonderful
wood interior and a common dining and lounge
area affording spectacular views.

Iiamna River Lodge- This is a new property that
fulfills a unique void between high-end fly out
lodges and a productive home waters operation.
Located on the banks of the pristine Iliamna River,
the Iliamna River Lodge will surpass all expectations
of what an Alaskan wilderness lodge views, secluded
accommodations, and unmatched service, you’ll
find everything you need to experience the fly
fishing adventure of a lifetime. The lodge is sitting
in not only the heart of Alaska’s best fishing area, it
is also surrounded by breath-taking Alaskan scenery.
Nestled among pines overlooking the Iliamna River
where our float planes land and take off, the lodge
gives our guests easy access to fabled local waters
to fish for Trout, Salmon, and Char. Our newly
built spacious cabins are appointed with efficient
heating, walk-in showers, and a front porch that
offers fantastic views of nearby peaks and the
Iliamna River. A group of eight gets exclusive used
of Iliamna River Lodge where owner Bill Betts
makes sure you experience the real
Alaska.
Kulik River Lodge: Located in the
famous Bristol Bay watershed, Kulik
is part of the Katmailand umbrella of
fine Alaskan Lodges. Well known for
their network of planes, service and
the only lodgings allowed in Katmai
National Park, Kulik offers not only
terrific fishing but also incredible
views of the volcanoes, glaciers and
multi-colored tundra of the Aleutian
Range from your native spruce cabin
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overlooking the Kulik River. Salmon, rainbow
trout, Arctic Char, grayling and lake trout are
available within 100 miles of the lodge using
very affordable optional fly-outs. If you like game
viewing there will be ample opportunities to see
bear, moose, caribou, eagles and beaver. Kulik
offers one of the most complete fishing packages
in the industry.
Trip Fee: Rainbow River- $7850 per rod…
Description: Includes six days guided fishing
(mostly fly outs weather permitting), room, meals
and fishing equipment. A 50% non-refundable
deposit required to secure your reservation.
Maximum 12 anglers per week.
Iliamna River Lodge- $5800.00 per rod
Description: Includes six days guided fishing
with room, meals, and use of equipment. Eight
anglers maximum. 50% deposit required to
secure your reservation.
Kulik Lodge- from $3965 per person…
Description: Includes four days guided fishing
with room, meals, use of equipment and
roundtrip airfare from Anchorage and Kulik.
16 anglers maximum…A 50% nonrefundable
deposit required to secure your reservation.
GAME: Salmon, Rainbow Trout, Arctic Char,
Grayling, and Northern Pike.
SEASON: June-September
DATES: Call for suggested dates and availability.

Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Alaska’s The Boat Company
17°54’20.77” N . 87°58’26.77” W

A Fishing and Touring Inland Passage!
If it has been your desire to tour the Inland Passage of Alaska without boarding a cruise with hundreds of
people, then we have the perfect trip for you. Welcome on board the MV Liseron where everything you love
about Alaska is available in one cruise of 20 guests and 10 crew. Incredible reviews make it tough to grab a
spot so call now!!

Trek is fortunate to have established what we
hope will be a long term relationship with
the Boat Company for next season and beyond. Who is the Boat Company? They are
a non-profit, small cruise company offering
sailings on two deluxe vessels through the Inland Passage of southeast Alaska. Their trips
offer guests an extremely diverse, high service
program that adults and families alike have
enjoyed on a repeat basis for 30 years. Among
the many activities offered are; hiking, whale
watching, kayaking, glacier viewing, rainforest tours and fishing. Yes that’s right a cruise
company that offers and encourages fishing.
The Trip: Each trip is from Saturday to Saturday
starting with your arrival into the fishing commu-

nity of Sitka where
we have reserved
rooms at the Westmark Sitka Hotel.
Starting
Sunday
from Sitka, we will
travel northeast with
a week full of activities for all that will
be as adventurous or
educational as you
wish. There will be
visits to glaciers as
big as ships crashing into the ocean,
kayaking
quiet
bays looking for seals, a walk in rainforests with
on board Naturalists, spectacular anchorages in
sounds and bays harboring Orca and Humpback
whales, fishing for halibut, Cutthroat and salmon
and hiking remote islands looking out for huge
brown bears. Those wishing for a more relaxing
trip may wish to pace themselves, curl up with
a nice book in the salon and soak in the natural
beauty that is on display each day. The trip will
end at the coastal capital city of Juneau on the
panhandle of Southeast Alaska. This is only just a
sampling of activities and wildlife seen on this trip.
The Boat: The MV Liseron was built in 1952 in
Seattle and sold to France as minesweeper, then
lovingly acquired and refitted by the Boat Company in 1989. It is 145’ long and has a beam of
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28 feet and draws 8.5 feet. It features ten staterooms with private baths, queen size and upper
bunk beds, huge salon and a wonderful view from
the fantail dining area. The boat is wonderfully
decked out in fine mahogany and is perfectly designed for maximum viewing comfort with open
and protected areas throughout. The Liseron is
also equipped with four 18 foot center console
boats that range out to a world beyond. The crew
is ten energetic, experienced and adventurous
souls that are open to flexible “off-line” itineraries. Gourmet meals are prepared by professional
chefs and the accolades are far too great to list here.
Trip Fee- $8,495.00 per person based on double
occupancy.
Description: Includes hotel accommodations
for the first Saturday night in Juneau, airport/
hotel transfers, use of all recreational equipment;
kayaks, salmon & halibut fishing gear, hand-tied
flies and lures. ALL shore excursions – guided
hiking, wildlife viewing, kayaking & fishing,
cleaning, packing and freezing your catch in
an easy-to-carry box, all meals prepared by our
onboard chef – special diets accommodated
– wines with dinner and open bar including
top-shelf brands.
Deposit- $3000.00 per person
Date- August 19th-26th 2017

Pricing is subject to change and excludes any fuel surcharges.

Cuba Touring & Flights
and their prospective connections
have made it much easier to book
that quick getaway or long weekend
to Havana and nearby sights.
Using our experience and local
connections, we have packaged
both a four night and three night
package that include one of the topflight hotels in Havana. Not an easy
task but we have tackled it head on.

Since last January, Trek has arranged hundreds
of trips into Cuba involving a combination of
some time in Havana along with some fishing
near the Bay of Pigs. The program has been
well received and continues to grow. However
with the start of commercial flight service into
Havana by most all U.S. carriers, we have
designed some a touring only package that is
legal, fun and easy to book.
There are now direct service into Havana from
ports such as LAX, Atlanta, JFK, Charlotte,
Orlando, Tampa, Ft. Lauderdale, Newark,
Houston and of course Miami. These flights

Some of the highlights of the fournight guided tour are stops at Plaza
de la Catedral, Plaza de
Armas, Plaza San Francisco de Asis
and the Plaza Vieja. Other iconic
sights on the walk may include
the Museo de la Revolucion, the
Capitolio
building,
Gran Teatro, Bacardi
building, Art Museum,
and Calle Obispo.
We will also see a
Cigar Factory where
you will learn about
the history of cigar
production and the
rolling process. From
here you will continue to the
Callejon de Hamel neighborhood
which has been converted into
a cultural center rich in AfroCuban religion, art and dance.
This is a great opportunity to
learn about the culture and enjoy a folkloric
dance performance. Your next stop is a visit
to Ernest Hemingway's Cuban home turned
Museum - Finca Vigía and the surrounding
Cojimar fishing village, which he used as the
backdrop for his famous novel Old Man and
the Sea. For many, classic cars are synonymous
with Cuba and you'll get a first hand experience
riding in a classic 1950's car
on a 2 hour tour of Havana's
neighborhoods. Cruise the
streets of Miramar (an upscale
suburb home to old colonial
houses, foreign embassies and
diplomatic residences, Vedado
(a waterfront suburb
home to many national
landmarks ), and Centro
Havana
(a
working-class
neighborhood). You will also
see the U.S. Embassy, Colon
Cemetery, the Capitolio, and
Anti Imperialist Square.
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Our last touring days will be a visit to the
city of Matanzas, the capital of the province
that bears the same name. Home to five
bridges, numerous poets and neoclassical
buildings which have led many to nickname
it the Athens or Venice of Cuba. Explore this
city of artists and intellectuals that keep its
traditional culture thriving. Another attraction
that Cuban keep hidden are its beaches or
more specifically, for Varadero Beach, made
famous by hedonists, like Al Capone, before
the Revolution, it is now the "it" destination
of those seeking a beach get away at an allinclusive hotel. The beach is widely considered
the best in all of Cuba, stretching
nearly 15 miles along the Hicacos Peninusla.
Soak up some sun and sand this afternoon
with local and international holiday-makers.

Along with these tours we have selected some
excellent local restaurants that offer fine Cuban
and International cuisine, wonderful views and
nightlife. Our hotels will be either the Nacional
or Parque Central, both are considered some of
the best hotels in Havana and our contacts have
a knack of getting rooms there. Both are well
located and in pedestrian friendly areas with
lost of clubs, restaurants and nightlife nearby.
We emphasize that these tours meet both the
Cuban and U.S. government’s approval and we
packages and instructions are easy and simple
to follow we have found that our clients really
are at ease booking these trips and the demand
is exceedingly high. Our groups are a small, as
little two and a maximum of 12. All you need
to do is pick a date, give us a call and we’ll do
the rest. What are you waiting for, give us a
call and see Cuba before the U.S. invasion gets
too crowded.

New Pigeon Hunting Destination
incredible high-volume decoying pigeon hunts.

It seems the decoying pigeon has captured the
attention of most international bird hunting
enthusiast and because of this, if NASA came
out saying they have seen pigeons on the moon,
well, Milton better get the checkbook out because
Trek would figure a way to go scout them. In all
seriousness, the pigeon craze has been going on
for some time now, but over the last few years, it
has reached new heights.

After many hours of research, testimonials from
mutual clients and a first-hand visit, Trek is
excited to introduce Pigeon Palace in the Santa
Cruz province of Bolivia. It’s here that millions of
pigeons arrive each April to feed on the thousands
of acres of soybeans, corn, sunflowers and sorghum
farmed by Mennonites. Outfitter Mozo Vidal
lends his knowledge from years of working beside
hunting pioneer Herland Von Sneidern to deliver

Located about 3 hours West of Santa Cruz near
the small town of San Jose de Chiquitos, Pigeon
Palace is a spacious 5-bedroom lodge all having
en suite bathrooms, A/C and maximum capacity
for 10 hunters. There is a large great room with
bar, fireplace, dining area and several comfortable
seating corners allowing guys to stretch out and
enjoy themselves. During the hot days of the
season, hunters can enjoy the swimming pool
at the center of the grounds. Mozo’s wife Vicky
is responsible for the kitchen preparing typical
Bolivian meals of pork, beef, pasta and deserts.
Having only 5 years of age, the lodge has matured
nicely and perfectly located with drives to the fields
between 20 and 50 minutes.
This is a program we urge you to try as in the
coming seasons, space will be hard to find once
Pigeon Palace is on the forefront of decoying
pigeon hunting. You can see more details on page
8 of this newsletter.

Mexico’s Red Hot Combo
It is pretty easy for Trek to paint a picture of the
duck and quail program in San Fernando Mexico.
Whether it be targeting ducks or quail, its like
nothing you’ve seen before unless of course you’ve
visited the La Finca Lodge. For those of you that
haven’t, well allow me to get out the paintbrush!
Imagine walking through a field, you have your
Beretta and a shell pouch filled to the brim. You
take five steps and a covey of 10 quail flush at
your feet. You take a few shots and drop a couple,
but then it just keeps happening again and again
covey after covey. You think to yourself, wow I was

expecting to jump a few coveys
here and there, but really at the
end of the hunt you’ve jumped
15 to 20 coveys and your shell
pouch has been refilled three
times! This is what you can
expect on a typical quail hunt
in Mexico.
Combined with a successful
quail hunt, we also give you
the chance to hunt decoying red
heads and pintails on the Laguna
Madre. It
is here
that 80% of migrating
redheads and a ridiculous
amount of pintails winter
each year. After a short
airboat ride to the blind,
the decoys are being put out
and what do you know, red
heads cupped up, feet down,
start putting in while the
decoys are still being tossed!
The next thing you hear is
“shoot shoot shoot”, and it
begins. Wave after wave of
Red heads pour in to the
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decoys in massive flocks. Although red heads are
there in full force, there are a lot of other ducks
that thrive in the area including Pintails, Wigeon,
Teal, Mottles, Shovelers, Buffleheads, and Blue
Bills. At the end of the hunt the bird boys start to
pick up birds and you start to realize how many
floating decoys are not actual decoys! You jump
back in to the boat that seems a lot heavier than
when you got there and its off to the dock for a
short drive back to La Finca and a much deserved
dinner. For more information refer to page 20.
Call Trek Today to reserve space at La Finca and
see this picture in person.
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“WINGSHOOTING EYEWEAR AT ITS BEST”:

The customized Rydon Shooting kit features; a selection
of lenses that we have speciically chosen to improve
your shooting performance in all conditions.

The leaders in International Wingshooting for over 35 years
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